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Soybean oil may be fuel for farmers
8y Vicki OIg.aty

Starr Writer

Researchers at SIU-C are
saying that a possible solution
to the fuel crunch-especially
when it comes to powering
farm machinery-may be
found in a crop prevalent in
5cJuthem Illinois-soybeans.
DiHerent mixtures of
sovbean oil and diesel fuel
pp-rformed well in short term
tests conducted earlier this
year by Robert Wolff.
associate professor in the
Department of Agriculture
Education
and
:\Iechanization.
The mixture should undergo long term testing
before farmers start pouring
sovbean oil in their tractors.
but it does have the potential
to be used as a renewable fuel
source in compression
engines. Wolff said.
Wolff said he is interested
in finding alternative fuels to
use in agricultural machinery
that get the "crops in and

out" because of the tightening
of the world oil supply.
Soybean oil is just one of the
many vegetable oils being
tested as possible fuel
sources. according to Thomas
Jefferson. professor in the
Department of Thermal and
Environmental Engineering.
Soybean oil is being investigated because "it's
something Illinois could
produce a bunch of." he said.
The research was financed
by a $13.000 grant from the
Illinois Soybean Program
Operating Board, Wolff said.
Wolff said mixtures of
slightly purified soybean oil
and diesel fuel in 10 percent
increments ranging from
pure diesel fuel to pure
degummed soybean oil were
tested. Starting capibility,
power performance and
efficiency of the 10 mixtures
were tested when used in a
Ford 4000 power unit diesel
tractor.
See BEANS Pap Z4
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Reagan orders agencies to ask

for less funds than budgeted
WASHINGTON (t\P) - [n a
new drive to save additional
billions in 1982, the Reagan
administration is ordering
ft'deral agencies to stick to
it'aner budgets proposed by the
president last spring rather
than higher spending ceilings
approved by Congress in July.
Ed Dale, a spokesman for the
Office of Management and
Rudget. said Wednesday the
administration will try to make
sure Congress doesn't fill
agenry coffers to the brim in
cas.'s where the spending
l' eihng exceeds the budget
requests President Reagan
:>lade in March.
Toward that end, departments have been instructed to

draft budgets based on the
president's figures, said Dale.
The administration also is
challenging Congress to acceat
the reduced spending plans by
raising tbe prospect that
Reagan
may veto
appropriatiOlls bills exceeding his
original spending plans.
[n what may turn into a
second showdown over the
budget. administration officials
said they still hope to salvage
up to 54 billion in spending cuts
that Congress rejected when it
adopted a new budget, and to
net even larger savings in
programs that await action.
AlthwgIJ Congress approved
most of the cuts sought by
Reagan, it would not slash some

programs as deeply as he
wanted. The new drive gives the
admin.tration a second shot at
achieving its initial spending
targets and is likely to spark
vehement op~ition.
The adminIStration. which is
fighting to keep the 1982 budget
deficit from climbing higher
than its official forecast, plans
to seek the additional savings
for the fiscal year that begins
Oct. 1 through congressional
appropriations bills.
The budget bills enacted into
law so far this year set ceilings
on federal spending for different programs. but the appropriations bills will provide
the aclllal Itlooey.

WeinbuI1fer "oy. 'we're behind"

Military increase urged
SANTA BARBARA. Calif.
lAP) - Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger said
Wednesday the nation must ~ct
.:juickly to end the Sova~t
Union's military lead, but saId
even so he could reach
agreement with budget-cutters
on defense spending.
Maintaining that "we're way
behind," Weinberger said the
United States needs to "do a lot
very quickly to close the window of vukterability that people
refer to in this decade."
At the same time. he said.
"we're. appreciative ,.of the
econOllllC problems. ..,
Weinberger
spoke
to
reporters before meeting with
Budget Director David Stockman and pt'ellidential counselor
Edwin Meese [I[ on the defense

budgets for fiscal 1983 and 1984.
He held out hope that the

~tr:::nit~:~~n t:~~:Ui~rr:

defenses and still achieve
President Reagan's goal of
balancing the budget by 1984.
"[t's a matter of trying to do
things that we aD wanl to do as
quickly and efficienUy as we
can with due re,ard to the
economy," he saad. He also
agreed with Deputy White
House Press Secretary Larry
Speakes that this may be accomplished by increasing
defense spending less tban 7
pen:ent a year. a filure Reagan
previously has said he was
committed to.
Weinberger said he had cune
armed with specific recommendations OIl the MX system

amid reports that Reagan has
ruled out the so-called
racetrack system as a basic
mode for the missile but still
was considering a land-based
scheme.
Weinberger said he had
"continued to gather tbe information that was requested
and we have a rather large
program ready that can be
'fatted inm the general defense
p~ram we have planned."
~tockman, the preSident's
chief budget-cutter, reeommended last week that the
defeDIe budget for UIII3 and 1984
becut by $18 billion to $3t billion
a year for the next two yeus to
.... nce the budget and stave
off even deeper cuts in social
programs,

1981 loan requests
hit record nuntbers
By .... m l'apps
Staff Writer

"We cannot guarantee that
requests submitted after Sep. 14
will be processed by the Oct. 1
Spurred by announced deadline:' said Camille.
federal
policy
changes,
Jo Palmer. the pro~ram's
students are applying for acting director for planrung and
Illinois Guaranteed Loans in budget, said an changes but one
record numbers. Joseph ha ve been enacted. She said the
Camille, Student Work and $30.000 income cap which lloe8
Financial Assistance director, into effect Oct. 1 is apparently
said.
what has students worried.
"We've already processed
If a student's adjusted family
income is over $30.000. be or she
~~~~ ':''::':':h::foli~:~~o:J~ will have to submit to a needs
80-81 school year. We've analysis by the University. The
received over 12.500 ap- University will then determine
plications in just the first two how much the student ~ijl
weeks of August." Cam ille said. receive.
He said students are trying to
Other changes include a loan
submit applications before Oct. maximum of $2,500 for all
I so they can be processed undergraduates and a $5.000
under the old rules. But there is maximum
for
graduate
not much time left,

~~~d:!'e~' J!'!a~lr~,:nk:~~

$600 per year and a 5 percent

~e:J!~!e~rtf:~:nt~:es~~=~

receives the money.
But this may not be the last of
the changes.

Gus says lhat when the tine f .
loaD!lstrekhes out of slgll&. an
anodler kind of bread line be far
behind?

"The new administration
decided there has to be bUlblet
cuts in order to balance the
budge"" Palmer said, "and I
believe we will see still more
cuts."

Law students to rejoin
GSC; accept fee offer
By Jalle GaadltpeU
S&alf Writer
Law students voted today to
relllrn to the Graduate Sludent
Council, Lisa Franke, president
of the Student Bar Association,
said:
The SBA also voted to accept
the offer of $1,100 from the GSC
for the 1981-198Z school year,
Franke said.
After about a year of heated
controversy
over
the
distribution of law students'
fees, the SBA voted to pull out of
the GSC in October of 1979.
Franke said said the SBA felt
the fee guidelines did not
adequatefy meet tbe special

needs
of
students
in
professional rJelds.
Since then. theGSC has added
a special support area to tbe
guiitelines to heJp provide fer
tbese special fee needs, she
said.
Franke said she is "optimistic that we'U be able to
agree on the guidelines." She
said it is very important that
the GSC and the S~A confront
the administration .ogether "in
a formidable. united voice."
The fee allocations board of
the GSC will meet to determine
whether GSC funds are being
used eff'lCiently, Franke said
The baird wilt submit its findings in January, she said.

Indiana company stops
nuclear plant proposal
HAMMOND, Ind. lAP) After 10 years of fighting legal
and regulatory battles. Northern Indiana Public Service
Co. Wednesday abandoned its
plans to build Bailly Nuclear r,
the cooCroversial power plant
proposed (or the Indiana shores
of Lake Michigan.
NIPSCO chairman Edmond
A. Schroer. in a statement.
blamed the plant's cancellation
on the lengthy legal fight.
saying that during the decade of
litigation the plant's estimated
cost soared to a level the utility
could not afford.
"Ultimately. the project
became a victim of one lengthy
delay after another." he said at
an afternoon news conference.
Opponents have stalled the
proposal for 10 years, during
which time the estimated costs

Opponents had argued the
to
plant. located 35 miles from
NIPSCO had originally hoped Chicago's Loop and abutting the
Dunes
National
to get the Dlant on .lin~ in 1976 Indiana
and recently was aDnlllg fer a Lakeshore near Gary. was too
1989 startup date. Scherer said. close to population centers and
The utility said in a statement. environmentaUy unsound.
Bob Vollen. attcrney (or one
however. that if they persisted
with the project, the startup of the oppon('flf!it the B!lSiness
could be delayed until 1991. and Profession.1I People in the
bringing the plant's cost to $2.13 Public Interest. said the plant
billion.
failed to comply with any of six
"Cost increases of this siting criteria that have been
magnitude are simply not proposed by an NRC task feree
bearable." Schroersaid. adding - but not yet adopted by the
the utility had spent .~ m iUion agency.
on the plant. and would seek to
In addition. the t •. ghestraise customers' rates to cover
ranking NRC official in the
those expenses.
"Bailly was not issue in the Midwest. James G. Keppler.
last rate case tbefore the In- recommended last January
diana Public Service Com- that the project be scuttled.
mission) but it will be in the
Sloe Sl;CLEAR Page .,
next rate case." Schroer said.
have risen from $187 million
$1.8 billion. Schroer said.

"rt

Lieutenant governor race heats up
SPRINGFIELD. 10. (AP) Being lieutenant governor may
have left Dave O'Neal cold. but
a red-hot Republican battle is
shaping up for the job between
Illinois HOlMe Speaker George
H. Ryan and state Sen. Donald
R. Totten.
And the race could pit the
White House against the
Statehouse.
Totten, a conservative from
Hoffman Estates who ran
President Reagan's past two
campaigns in Illinois. con-

firmed Wednesday he will seek
the GOP nomination for the
state's number-two job.
Totten said from his suburban
Chicago office he probably
would open his campaign officially about Sept 10.
On Sept. 17. U.S. Tran·
sportation Secretary Drew
Lewis is to apPearata ChicagoaIQ fundraiser in his behalf,
Totten said.
Ryan said Tuesday chances
were "pretty good" he would
seek the party's nCllllinatioo for

lieutenant governor - with the
backing of Gov. James R.
Thompson.
Ryan said he probably .w~d
have an announcement WlthlD a
week.
Asked if he had the support of
Thompson - his potential
running mate - Ryan replied:
"That's the only way I'll run. I
think the governor will be with
me."
Sloe RACE h p .,

News Roundup--Sadat, &I{in 8till apart on

tall~8

ALEXANDRIA. Egypt tAP) - President Anwar Sadat and
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin said Wednesday they
will restart long-stalled talks on Palestinian autonomy.
But their two-day summit left unresolved key differences
between them, they indicated.
Meeting reporters at Sadat's summer home in this
Mediterranean port. they said the talks will resume Sept. 23
and 24 between their foreign ministers.

South AJrica int'adt»8 Anl{ola
CAPE TOWN. Sooth Africa (AP) - Prime P.W. Botha said
Wednesday his troops were engaged in combat in Angola
against black guerillas fighting for control of South-West
Africa.
Angola was reported onIering a genera) mobilization of its
armed forces in response to what it has termed an invasion
and attempt by the South Africans to occupy the southern part
01 ito; country.
In l'\ew York. a spokesman for U.N. Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim was cutting short his Austrian vacation becaust> of
the de\'elopments. which brought condemnation by W«.>Stern
powers on Wednesday.

ACLU /oundt»r Baldwin

di~8

at 97

OAKLAND. N.J. tAP) _. Roger Baldwin. a founder of the
American Civil Liberties Union and one of its guiding lights
over seven decades. died in his sleep early Wednesday. the
ACLU said. He was '¥l.
Baldwin had been admitted to Valley Hospital in Ridgewood.
near his Oakland home. on Sunday. He died of heart (ailurt" at
7:50a.m .. his son. Roger R. Baldwin. said.
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"Luckv Thursdav"
Grand Prize.. '120000 Stereo System
given on second Thursday
of each month
Weekly Prize.. $20000 value
From Mid American Appliances
..Five (5) Free Dinners For two
From Tom's Place
For Girls-Free Chablis and
free admission
TIdK.taGI.... out .... PrI. . . . .t . . .n

.:oo.10:ao .....

(No~ . . . . . .ry)

Hours 8:00pm - 4:00am
Route 51 DeSoto, Illinois '.4 mile past DeSoto

Ii» ""_'d._'
.

~l:::f ~ - :
3100

, . ,. . . . . .

NORTH

RENFRO.

AI.",J {/f·II~J

HAWAIIAN l1IAO

ATCAMPOS BO.Q'DCXK
August 30.1981
1:00 pm-People ....nt
3:30pm-Wack-a·kj Canoe
and Paddleboat Races

MENU-12.95
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We are making these newspapers
available for newsstand sale and
home delivery with in the city
limits of Carbondale.
- - - - - Chicago Tribune - - - - - - - - Chicago Sun Times - - - - St. louis Globe Democrat - - St. louis Post Dispatch - - - - - - - Wall Street Journal - - - - - - - - New York Times - - - - Evansville Courier - - - - - - - - - - The Barron - - - - - - Nationa.lu.ines. Employment W. .kly Phone: 457-7637
.'a~t' 2. [)ady ~ptian. " ..... f'I••••

Hawaiian Pig
Poi
Fresh Hawaiian Fruit
Salmon ala \4egetabIes
Onion Rolls with Butter
Pineapple Punch

Campus Mail Service
reduces staff, deliveries

Scientists attempt to repair
Voyager after platforDl jam
PASADENA. Calif. (API Scientis ts worked Wednesdav to
fix a platform on Voyager 2 ihat
Jammed after the ship swept
past Saturn. leaving its
television cameras aiming
uselessly into space as it beg<'n
a five-year journey to Uranus.
Scientists said the malfunction, which occurred shortly
after Voyager skimmed 63.0110
miles above the giant glanet.

~~fi~~o~~tih'=~ri~f~~ o~~ o~

Saturn's rings.
Despite the problem. chief
scientist Edward Stone said he
was happy.
"We have accomplished
most. if not aD. of OUT majll"
scil'ntific objectives." Stone
said at a news conference.
:\lission director Richard
Laeser said eml'rgency actions
were taken at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. nearly a billion
miles
from
the
ailing
spacecraft. to protect the two
tl'levision cameras and three
other instruments on the
disabll'd platform.
Hesaid engineers were trying
to "!let the data and start
figuring
out
what
the
pO!'~ihilitip"

mipht hp "

... personally have hopes of
figuring this out real quick."
Laeser said. but conceded the
problem may defy solution.
"The spacecraft is perfect
(otherwise'." and was in twowav communication with
miSsion controUers. said JPL
spokesman Frank Bristow.
But Laeser said the platform.
mounted on the end of a long
boom. won't rotate horizontallv
to a im its sensors at the desired
targets. However. he said. it
still can move up and down and
it may be possible to accomplish the lateral movement
by shifting the entire spacecraft
iftheplatform remains frozen.
The platform became stuck
while radio signals to Earth
were blocked as Voyager was
dipping behind Saturn.
The spacecraft dove thrOlUgh
a sparse region of the rings
during that period. and
champagne corks popped here
when signals were received at
1:59 a.m. CDT Tuesday,
marking its completed passage.
But radioed data received 33
minutes later disclosed the
problem.
""',entists had ~;Ilrt \'ar!1€'f

that crossing through the rings
might be riskv. because of the
chance of colfision with debris
in the rings.
Engineers, who worked aU
day and night Tuesday and well
into Wednesday. were awaiting
playback of pictures and data
recorded during the radio
blackout behind Saturn. Like
the flight recorder in a downed
airplane. the tape may re~eal
what happened and when.
But aD experiments still to be
conducted when the malfunction occurred were irrevocably
lost. apparently including
planned close encounters \\ith
the moons Tethys and Rhea.
The mission up to that point
"exceeded
our
fonde,;;t
dreams," photography team
scientist David l\lorrison said
late Tuesday.
Despite the problem. Voyager
began a 1.76 billion-mile trip
that will take it past Uranus in
1986. Laeser said that even if
the problems are permanent.
"we should bE> able ... to do
more than a simple mission" at
Uranus by shifting the craft to
a im its camt'ras.

continue once a day deliveries
through this year."
By hiring SIX student workers
less than usual. the service will
save between SIO.OOO and
$15.000 per year. Wirth said.
"We have 11 or 12 workers
making deliveries in the
morning. and if we had afternoon deliveries we would
need that many then. too.
"This way, we only kept five
or six afternoon workers to pick
up and sorl the mail." he said.

By David :\Iurphy
StaR Writer

In an effort to cut costs. the
Campus Mail Service has
reduced the number of student
workers it hires and will
discontinue its usual twice-daily
mail deliveries for fall

~~~~~d'ir~~~~r:t~, :~e H~ra;;

service.
Instead. deliveries will be
made only once each day. as
they were during the summer
semester.
"This is a decision that was
made at the presidential staff
level in an attempt to save
money." Wirth said. "1 don't
have any idea if it's permanent
II" not. but it has been decided to

Mail delivery and pickups are
now made between 9 a.m. and
noon. The schedule will continued throughout the year.
except for areas which had an
afternoon pickup in the summer.

Bar owner appeals decision
The owner of Dass Fass has
appealed to the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission to overturn
the Carbondale Liquor Commission's refusal to grant him a
liquor license for the establishment.
A hearing on the appeal. filed
last week. is scheduled for Oct.
28 in Springfield.
Hl'rb VOllel. owner of the har

at 517 S. Illinois Ave., was
denied a liquor license by the
city because of a "Halloween
ordinance" which prohibits
granting new liquor licenses to
bars on Illinois Avenue between
Grand Avenue and Walnut
Street, including bars that have
gone out of business. The ordinance allows operating bars
to renew their licenses.

Venezuelan Students
Going Home for X-mas We Have
Blocked Apex Air Seats to:

Caracas and Maracaibo
(Round Trip or One Way)

Your $50.00 Deposit NOW
will confirm
Space limited BOOK NOW
. B and1-1.
It T rave ] SerVlce,
·
L t.
d
54'.7347

701

South IIIlnol.

The American Tap
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Opinion & Gommentary
Student's tragic death
may not have been in vain
It often happens in this day and age that witnesses to crimes
decide not to get involved, not to report what they ha\'e seen to
the police.
One is reminded of the incident which occurred in :'IOew York
several years ago when a young woman was beaten to death ill
thecourtyani of a crowded apa~tment complex-- '.\'ithin earshot
of hundreds of people- and not one person would come to her aid
or testify later about what had happent'd.
Here in Carbondale we have experienced a somewhat similar
tragec!y recently. Susan Schumake. an SIl'-C student. was found
raped &nd murdered on the t:niversity campus. Authorities
believe that she was killed during the daylight hours of :\ug. 17 in
an area where there is fairly consistent pedestrian and auto
traffic. And yet. for more than a week the police reported no new
developments in the case.
~ question which begged to be asked was "How could such a
crime be committed during the daylight hours in such an easily
a~ble area without anyone noticing something unusual?"
Jt all began to sound disturbingly familiar. But something has
begun to happen. The efforts of the police, the efforts of the local
media and. most importantly. the response of the general
citizenry have begun to yield a wealth of new information. according to Carbondale Police Lt. Terry Murphy.
"This is the most response we have gotten to date on any case
where citizen assistance was requested." Murphy said. "We are
constantly getting new information."
It is, of course. stiD too early for Carbondale authorities to
reveal the exact nature of what they have discovered and the
case is still unsolved. But something is happening. The case is not
lying dormant. People are responding in a true spirit of concern- concern about the fate of Susan Schumake, concerll for
her family and friends. conCf,rn for the safety of us all. That
response is heartening.
But this is no time to fall back into complacency. The murderer
has not yet been found. If you have any information, no matter
how insignificant you may think it to be, call the Carbondale
Police, the SIU-C Police or the Illinois Di,'ision of Criminal Investigation.
If, by doing so. you can help make life a little bit safer in
Carbondale, Susan Schumake's death will not ha\'e been in vain.

Depoliticize Simon conflict
Simon \·s. !'\ational Con·
servative Political Action
Committee is an issue of
campaign financing. methods
and ethics common to all
individuals and groups.
regardless of party, who
participate in American
politics, Those concerned
about the campaign ethics of
groups such as NCP AC and
PROPAC
{the
liberal
equivalent of NCPAC) should
take a moment to consider
the fact that the same
standard of ethics has been
employed by factions of
political groups and media
for decades..
Following Watergate. an
effort to raise the standard of
campaign ethics and accountability resulted in
significant campaign finance
reforms.
In a case questioning the
constitutionality of the
campaign finance laws, the
Supreme Court in 1976
<Buddeyv. Valeo) ruled that
while ~ might limit
contributioas to a candidate's
campaign, it could not limit
inclividuaJ& or informal ad
hoc: groups (such as NCPAC,
PROPAC aDd Americans For
Change) in making expenditures to express their
own views in support of, or in
opposition to, candidates.
So there are two avenues
for contributing towards the
election of a candidate. One
way is to contribute to a
candidate's official campaign. The contribution will
be limited and disclosed. By
limiting contributions. ob-

vious conflicts of interest are
avoided. and the candidate is
forced to communicate ,,;th
and solicit contributions from
a larger ~roup.
The other avenue is to
contribute to a campaign or
conduct a campaign of one's
own either for or against a
candidate. Contributions and
expenditures are unlimited as
long as there is no connection
or coordination with the
candidate's official campaign.
Both avenues require
public responsibility for
determining potential conflicts of interest on one hand
and for evaluating both the
source and content of campaign related information on
the other hand. Both avenues
are completely legal. Neither
avenue is unethical. Only the
people involved can be
unethical.
Hopefully we have not
forgotten how brutal and
unethical campaigns could be
before PACs came on the
scene. It would be injurious to
believe that PACs are now the
only purveyors of unethical
campaign tactics.
I suggest we depoliticize
this Simon v. NCPAC conflict
and approach the campaign
for U.S. Representative in the
24th District in a responsible
manner by accepting our
responsibility as media
consumers to evaluate our
information and by focusing
publi.: debate on the immediate national
issues.
-David Sadler.Carbondale
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An open letter to Reagan
Editor's note: Professor Chrisien!lt'n sent the
original of tbis letter to PresiMnt R~agan early
this month in the wake of tb~ presidential decision
to begin production of tbe n~utron bomb. He has
not yet rec~ived a reply.
By David E. Christensen

Professor of

~raphy

DE.-\R PRESIDE~'T REAGAN:
You are recognized as a strong advocate of
saving the taxpayers' money and you are cutting
programs that, in your judgment. have not given
the taxpayers a reasonable return in services.
However. you seem to believe that our national
security can be achieved only through JUeater
military expenditures.
The very facts that the arms race between the
United States and the Soviet Union continues. and
that the security of our nation has not been
achie\'ed over the decades are clear evidence of
the failure to achieve national security through
more and more military expenditure.
ARE THERE AL TERSATIVES to our spending
more and more of the taxpayers' money on a nonfunctional approach to achieving national
security'?
A first reaction might be that we cannot afford
to experiment with something as vital and
precious as our national security, but it seems
more intelligent to try a new approach that has a
chance of providing national security than to
continue to give false hope to our people and
escalate spending of the national treasure on an
approach that actually undermines our physical
and economic security in both the short and long
run.

and granting to the enlarged community th('
power to police disagreements among its memo
bers.
CONSIDERING THESE SIX POINTS. how can
we break out of the "military superiority syn.
drome",? Perhaps by seekinR world security in·
stead!
At present the United Nations is the only viable
international organization available to act on
behaH of all the world's nations and peoples to trv
to ~eep the peace and control the anarchy amon~
nations.
As a logical alternative to the dead·end militan
superiority approach to national defense, we could
seek arms-reducing pacts like the SALT
agreements and use our national influence to
enlarge the powers of the UN to deal with in·
ternational incidents and frictions.
We would have to 00 this knowing full well that
conflicts and disagreements would not always be
resolved to the satisfaction of all involved parties- including ollrselves,
A LASTISG PEACE would disadvantage- in
the short term- the many individuals. corporations and communities that are heavily
dependent on the military for their livelihood: but
against this "cost," surely peace and world
stability would be a far greater benefit.
The economic and political power of our
militarily oriented corporations and communities,
to say nothing of the lobbying power of the Pen·
tagon itself, could discourage many leaders from
pursuing a course that might reduce military·
related profits, economic bases or power.
Presidents Nixon and Carter both worked to
achieve reasonable SALT agreements and tried to
deal with world problems with personal, highly
focused diplomatic efforts. They also escalated
military spending. But their efforts hardly
resulted in a more peaceful. stable world.

PEOPLE WHO REMEMBER a bit of history
should have learned the following:
-Increases in "defense" spending lead to arms
races which in the long run decrease national
mE FATES OF ALL NATIONS. including our
security and jeopardize maintenance of peace.
-Arms races lead to wars, proving the futility own, now are so intertwined and interdependent
of this approach toward achieving or maintaining that any realistic and lasting security-finding
effort must be on a world scale.
national security over the long term.
-Wars do not solve the problems that brought
them on. Wars only change for a time the balance
I am writing to you in the hope that, as a new
of power among the nations and access to critical president, you wiD be open to some insights that, if
fonowed. could help this nation and the world
resources.
-Arms races and wars also waste people and move into a new age with more peace, security
resources and divert valuable goods, services and and prosperity.
talent to_ non-productive military uses.
We voters must find leadership- leadership
-Through the ages, competing communities in with a world orientation- that will help find and
the world have grown in scale from tribes to shift our national security emphasis to a new way
nations.
and not blindly pursue endlessly expensive ap-At each level, war has been eliminated by proaches that have proved themselves inadequate
enlarging the size of the functioning community and obsolete.
by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY

Jaywalkers face ticketing
n~' ()ouglas lIamm
Slit ff \\ ritt"r

II pedestrians dlln't start
usmg more cart' wht'n crossmg
stn'ets and intl.'rsections. the
SIl"T St'curit\" Policemav start
l'n(orcing city jaywalking
l'IIdes. accordmg to Lt. :\Iarnn
Hraswell. of the sn:-c police.
. ·WI.' '\'1.' bt't'n recl.'iv ing a lot "f
l'llmments from citizens about
pt.·uple walking uut in front of
cars. Wt' haven't acllvelv I'nfurced jaywalkmg codes In the
past. hut if the problem kel.'ps
growing. we may have tu start
['nforcing lht·m.·' Braswt'll
said
Hraswt'll said the problem of
pl'ople t'ntering intersection...
and forcing cars to stop or
SWl'f\'e IS a "major" one and
that it seems to be a bigger
problem tillS semloster. He said
the problem IS that students
stl.'P off curbs. hoping that cars
w ill stop for them.
"The key to the problem is in

right-or-way:' Braswl'll said
"Students shouldn't prt'ss their
IUl'k en'n if they have the right·
o(-wa\· .. ·
:\1 intersections with ('rossing
lights. pedestrians may entl'l"
thes treet when the"Walk" light
flashes. If the light is flashing
"(Jon't Walk:' pedestrians
shouldn't cross Ihe intersection.
At
unlit
crossings,
pedestrians should enter the
street t'arly l'nough SII that
drivers havt' ampl(' timl' to
yi('ld. If pedestrians cross a
street too earl\' and cause a l'ar
to ha\'e an accident. the\' are
liahlt' for the accidl'nl. '
"This is a courtesy-type
situation'" Hraswl'll said. "Yuu
yield 10 the person who is there
first-I! \'ou have timl' to cross a
street ,,:ithout Impeding traffic,
then it is oka\' to cross. ;\ever
enteran intersection if it will be
difficult for traffic to stop'"
Braswell said he is not putting
all the blame on pedestrians.

"Tht're are a lilt of drivers
who just won'l stllP for
pedestri.ln.<;. You can'l depE'nd
un the Iralfic to stllP for you,"
he said
Braswell said the problem is
"more noticeable" at the
beginning of a semeter. lit'
added that in his III "ears as an
Sll'-C police officer: he has not
Sl'l'n the problem as serious as
it is this semester.
"W(' haven't had anv serious

accidents vet. but we c'an't wait
until som~one gets hurt to do
something," Hraswl'1I sal(\.
"Wl' are trying to alert persOll~
and educate the public about
Ihe hazards of walking
C3l'!.'lessl\' , ..
Jovce Schemonia. statistical
clerk for the SIl'-C securitv
office, said Wednesdav that
nl Juh' :n. this vear ihere has
been only one pedestrian struck
by a \·ehicle. Tha I incident
occurred in a parking 101 and
not an intersection.
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Tonight
Our Prescription For A Good Time
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Jack Daniels
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\

R&B
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Former Members of

Luther Allison Band. Jeu Ross Band
Duke- Tomoto Mantia Cool K,tcnen
Por~ & The Havana Ducks

Shot or Mixer

$1
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Old Main's image may fade alvay
Ry David :\Iurphy
StaFf Writer

The Old :\Iain Building, gone
from campus since it was
destroyed by fire 12 years ago,
ma~'soondisappear from Slli-C
service awards. where its
image can still be seen.
A proposal to replace the

h~ct'~~~ :rfth~11o~~~i~ ~i:~on~
of Davies Gvmnasium is now
being E'xam'ined by Charles
Daugherty, acting director of
communication services,
"We think it's somE'thing
people will be able to identify
wilh more ('asil,·. since manv
people here don'i remember the
old :\1 am anymore," Daugherty
said. "The boy and 2irl on the

~~~~, would be a good em-

The service awards are
pl'!.'sented to faculty members
and civil service employees at
the l:niversity in recognition of
serviee. Daughertv said. Anv
final decision on changing the
symbol on the awards would be
made by President Albert
Somit.
"President Somit has expressed some interest in the
proposal. but right now we're
still looking into it:' Daugherty
said. "A final decision to either
goa head or drop the idea will be
made by Sept, 15."
Daugherty said he plans to
consult alumni groups and
members of the l:nivel"Sitv
community to get their reac-

tions before a decISion is made,
Noplans are being considered
to change the seal of the
l'niver~itv. on which the Old
llain Buiiding also appears,
Such a change would require
action b\' the Board of Trustees.
accordiiig to Daugherty.
"The seal is another thing."
Daugherty said. "I would not
propose to change that."
The fountain. which is made
of bronze.
depicts two
characters from the French
novel "Paul and Virginia:'
according to Pete Brown.
coordinator of the t:ni\'ersity
NewsService. It was donated to
the University by the class of
1887, the same year the Old
Main Building was dedicated,

State cleaning up radioactive plant
SPRINGFIELD tAP' -Illinois has begun cleaning up
part of a radioactive plant In
Ottawa that has been sitting
idle for three vears.Go\·, James
R. Thompson's office said

W~~~:k:ti for a prh'ate sheet
metal
company
began
removing
the
Luminous
Processes Inc."s ventilation
stack. which is suspected of
leaking radioactivity when it
ra ins, the announcement said.
The company. which used the
radioactive material tritium to
make luminous watch dials.
closed nearly three years ago
after the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission pulled its license to
use such materials.
Illinois sued the firm for
failing to meet health and
worker safety standards. and

has asked Ihe laSalle County
Circuit Court to order the firm
to clean up the plant. The legal
case is pending,
As part 01 the suit. the state is
asking the company to pay foc
the cleanup.
Ottawa officials have complained thai children play near
the empty plant. whose insides
have been detected emitting
low-level radioactivity from
residues of the watch dial
operations.
:\like McCann. state :'Iiuclear
Safel\' Department director of

the cleanup project. was quoted
in the announcement as saymg
contamination inside the plant
is "well in excess of agency
standards,"
The building "cannot be
safelv occupied until a thorough
cleanup is accomplished:'
~lcCann said in the statement.
The go\'ernor's office also
said state highway workers will
fence off paris of two parking
lots next to the plant beginning
Thursday.
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You'll Have An Advantage

Using The

D. E. CLASSIFIEDS!

Tonight

Country Western Nlte
2 for 1 beers till lam
Beautiful pair of cowboy boots to be given away,
Compliments of . . . ., ..... S"- M'boro

free admission passes to
Fr_ w_kend
passes to be
given
away.

m~
Tonights music features
Eddiellabbit. Willie
Ne'son, Charl/e
Donie's. ond
Mickey
Gil/ey.

.J..

INTEREST
A Checking Account at

Carbondale Savings
pays you interest and
saves you money.
Your checking account pays
you 514" interest no
matter how low your

balance goes.
Your checking account is
free of service charge
with a balance as low as

S300... thafs a savings,

MEMBER
FSLlC

If you're dealing with a
bank that insists you
keep $1.000 to $2500 in an
account to get checking

without serviCi' chanw
you owe it to yourself to
visit.. .

Carbondale Savings
. AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
500 "'EST ",-"IN

sr. •

,AREA 6'8

rn

~49·JI')2

Dail~

Eg.\'plian.

Au~u't ~7,

14Hl. Pal!" "

Diversit)", po'wer mark 'Pretenders H'
B~

,\Ian ~ulley
\\'riler

Starr

"Pretenders II" prm'ides
solid proof that this band i& one
of the most accomplished and
energetic acts to emerge since
the Clash and Elvis Costell.>.
The new album finds the
Pretenders relying on the hardhitting sound that made their
debut album one of last year's
best records. while ('mplo~;ng
some new dimensions to their
style which broaden the scope
of the band's music.
At the album's outset. ~he
Pretenders remind the listener
of the power that dominated the
first album. The opening cut.
"The Adultress," jumps uut
Prett'nders If, the Pretend~s,
with some borrowed guitar ritfs
Sire Reeords. Reviewer's
from the debut album's "Ti1e
raLing: 3 12 stars U stars lops).
Phone Call." The next cut.
"Bad Boys Get Spanked." i~ a devastating rocker.
These scngs also remind the
rough continuation of the lirs(
album's "Tatooed Love Bo','S." lishmer of another aspect of the
With its steamrolling beat. band's style which was
"Bad Bovs" is thealbum's most prev:llent on the debut album

-

GRevielV-.

Du Quoin loses Nelson
show; Pride to replace
Country music per fur mer
Willie :'Iielson will be unable to
appear at the Du Quoin State
Fair Friday. Sept. -t. because of
illness. and Charley Pride has
been scheduled to appear in ::is
place on that date. according to
fa ir officials.
Pride. a local fa\·orite. will
appear with special guest star
Janie Fricke, Ticket prices
remain at S12 and SIO. and
showtimes are 6 p.m. and 10
p.m.
Fair officials also announced
that:-.ielson had agreed to honor
his Du Quoin date at the 1982 Du
Quoin State Fair. Full details
regarding Nelson's 1982 appearance are forthcoming. they
said. Ticket stubs (rom this
year's show may be used to gain
seating preference for the 1982
date. but payment must accompany the stub.
Tickets previously purchased

to the Willie Nelson shows ~in
be hOilored Cor the Charlev
Pride ar.d Janie Fricke
formances.
Ticket,holders
desi:-ing refunds can obtain
them at the fair ticket office
only prior to performances.
For reCunds. tickets may be
mailed to the fair ticket office at
P.O. Box 191. Du Quoin. III.
62832. These must be postmarked no later than Sept. 1.

per'

the stance
of
vocalistsongwriter Chrissie Hynde as
the tough chick. But other songs
find H\,ndt· and thE' band wn'
turing 'into a more subdued and
sorter sound.
On "I Go To Sleep," Hynde
compliments the relaxed pace
of the song with lyrics and
vocals that reveal a vulnerable
aspect of her personality that
has not emeroed on her other
music. Several other songs also
carry this quieter sound. an
aspect which gives a sense of
maturity to the groUJ?'s sound.
Hynde's vocal style IS another
source of progrt$S for the band.
While alwavs distinctive. her
vocals on ttie first album often
took a backseat to the guitarheavy instrumentals. On
"Pretenders II." however.
Hynde's vocals. which are more

powerful and striking. highlight
several songs,
Obvioush·. little bad can be
said a bout' .. Pretenders II." In
fact. the main defect of the
album is the inclusion of two
preyiously-rel£lsed songs.
"Talk of the Town" and
"Message of Love." Both are
excellent songs. but they seem
out oC place on this album,
which fmds this band making
refreshing additions to its
already accomplished style.
To quote some cliches. the
Pretenders are on the cutting
('dge of rock and roll. If
"Pretenders II" is indicative of
the development this band will
show on coming albums. there
can be little doubt that the
Pretenders will be one oC the
few bands that matter during
the 19805.
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Robert DeNiro and Jodie Foster

Directed by:
Martin Scorsese
Thursday
Night

7&9pm

$1.25

Ticket office hours are 8 a.m.
to5p.m. until Friday. August 28
wher. the ticket office will be
open (rom 8 a.m. until intermission o[ the last evening
show.

~~~~~~r~~
....::.'::::~. . ~:..~;:.:~.:.-...=-...::.:..c.::
E...lreitrl......

Mon-Thu" (5:~1.75).8:1S
Ends Thursdoy

pa

. . . . . . .rGIII

New.,,,

~

Starring Kirk Ru...11
~n..r.1t:1S@1."..-:1I

..a

tAan- Thu" (6:3O@1.75)·8:30

Graduate Student
Reception

¥'IoItD;"•.,,·,

Sunday -August 30
2-5 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom

~n

An A_rlc.n Werewolf
1._'00'1

In LOftIIIon

Iii; Mon.""". (6:00@1.75/-&:OO

FREE
*

TRANSPORTATION to and from Southern
Hi lis and Evergreen Terrace.

*
*

CHILD CARE service in BALLROOM A.
PrOVided by Rainbow' a End Prea""ool

Come Out bring the FAMILY!
Meet key graduate campus and ·community
resources!

Don't Miss It I
SPONSORED FY IiRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL, liRADUATE SCHOOL, AND THE O~F ICE

FIRST MONDAY IN OCTOBER
5,00 P.M. SHOWSl.50

WEEKDAYS 5:00 7:00 9:00
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OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

-~ntertainment
On Campus
Thursdav-"Taxi Driver."
:\1 arti n Scorcese's powerful
film about a lIiew York cabbie
who becomes a vigilante,
starring Robert DeNiro and
Jodie Foster. i p.m. and 9 p.m .•
Student Center Auditorium.
Sponsored by SPC films. Admission is $1.25.
Thursday-"Close
Encounters of the Third Kind."
Steven Spielberg's sci·fi film
about a visit from beings of
another planet. 7 p.m. and 9
p. m.. Fourth Floor Video
Lounge. Sponsored by SPC
\·i<!eo. AdmISsion is 75 cents.
Friday and Saturday"Airplane." The uproarious
sendoff of the Airport movies i
p.m and 9 p.m .. Student Center
.-\uditorium. Sponsored by SPC
! Ilms. Admission is $1.50. Late
'how-"The Kids are Alright."
IJocumentary of supergroup
The Who. 11 p.m .• Student
Center Auditorium. Sponsored
by SPC films and WIDB. Admission is also $1.50.
Sunday-Luis Bunuel's "The
Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeosie." 8 p.m .. Student
Center Auditorium. Sponsored
by SPC films. Admission is $1.

t; t'e

Quide----

Hangar 9-·Thursday. The
Doctor: Friday and Saturday.
Skid City Blues Band; Sunday.
Herb
Krauss
Night-a
memorial celebration for the
late SIU student and jazz
musician. featuring Skid City.
Katie and the Smokers. Riff
Rarf and the Gus Pappelis Jazz
Fusion Band.

T.J. McFly's large barThursday. Footloose: Friday
and Saturday. Duke Tomato
and the All Star Frogs.
T.J. McFly's small barThursday. Rayvyn; Friday and
Saturday. Dexter Riley;
Sunday and Monday. Captain
Strobe.

Happy Hour 11-6

Rum & Coke
70e

Free Peanut ... Popcorn

ENJOY CARBONDALE'S
FINEST SPEEDRAILS
AND FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

With Caribbean
Delights!

m Ilsic

Du Quoin State Fair-Friday,
Charlie Daniels Band; Saturday. Don Williams and Tammy
Wynette; Sunday. Statler
Brothers and Brenda Lee.
The
Club-Friday
and
Saturdav. David and the
Happenmgs.
Gatsby's-Friday afternoon.
Friends: Friday evening.
WIDB night; Saturday, WTAO
night; Sunday. Magic.
Great Escape-Thursday.
David and the Happenings;
Friday and Saturday. Katie and
the Smokers.

THE
HAIRLAB

Carbondale. III
August 29th & 30th
12-6 pm
$2.00 Admission Charge

DESIGNER JEANS
and
MOREl

30%·60%
off the regular price
• Klein
• Sasson
• Jordachee Bon Jour
• Chic
• Levis
• Vanderbilt

For Happ~/ Hour.
Join Us for Our

Rock & Roll D.J Show

For this reason we now have two
convenient locations.

...LA.....

LA.---I

For an appointment, call

U.

715 S. University
457-2121

S?

OICOR "I-(()TO

lIS S.llIInol.
54.-1222

OICOR PHOTO

OICOR PHOTO

I

I

Billiards Parlour

Service.
Dicor Photo is a complete store.
Along
with
equipment
and
darkroom supplies we offer services
like
push/pull
processing,
enlargements up to 20x24, mounting
facilities, custom framing, repairs,
seminars, clinics, and more.
Bring in your student 1.0. and gat
our studant discount card. It antitles you to 0 10% discount on
film. battaries, paper, chemistry
ond mounting supplies.
"Souther" lllina/.
M.,., Comp/e'e Camero
Stares"

Parlour Special
CANADIAN CLUB

75(
TRY OUR DELICIOUS LUNCH
SPECIAlS
VIDfOGAMU

OP£N 10 AM

HoIIclay°ln'it.CDale
.... Aug. 29-1.......7.....

lFAD

2

sweaters. blazers. cord. & purses

Sun. A... _ ...........

Try A
Caribbean
Fantasy

I

Our stylists attend ongoing educational
workshops so that they might better serve
you, the discerning individual_

A Hawaiian luau sponsored
by the Student Center and the
Student ProgramminJi( Council
will be thrown at 1 p.m. Sunday
at the campus boat docks.
The menu will feature
Hawaiian pig - complete with
apple in its mouth - poi. fresh
Hawaiian fruit.
salmon,
assorted vegetables and onion
roDs with butter.
There will also be a people
hunt at 1 p.m. and "Wacky
Khaki Canoe Races" at 3 p.m.
Music by The Rave. formerly
The Invaders. will be played at
.. p.m. Admission is $2.95.

Ramada Inn

I

Known for quality design
and chemical styling techniques \

Student Center,
SPC to host luau

Soul Awaren. . .
Foundatfon presents:
Psychic Science Seminar
Psychic Readings
Healing Workshop

I
I
I

I"OOWMAINST
CARBONDALE

-

529-3022
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Turbine research not
just tilting at windmills
~~i~ng~a~~ \\;nd turbines and

By Jennifer Polk
Writf'r

Staff

For somt' people the thought
of windmills conjures up visions
of Don Quixote charging into
battle or small Dutch villages
along the Zuider Zee.
But others see windmills as a
possible source of energy independence sometime in the
future.
M\lre than a million windmills
dotted the Great Plains from
the mid-19th century to the mid19305, pumping water and
generating electricity for s'!laD
farms. Water-pumping wmdmills are stilI in use on some
remote stock ranges in the
western United States, but most
sman windmills were replaced
with centralized electricity
after the Rural Electrification
Administration of the 1930s
supplied cooperative utlilties
for most small farms.
But
concern
about
skyrocketing energy costs and
depletion of fossil fuels has
prompted a new interest in the
windmill.
Modern-dav windmills, or
wind turbines'. may reach the
height of a 2G-story building aI!d
have blades that are 300 feet In
diameter. Experimental units
built by the Boeing Co. in
western Washington have the
capability to generate 3 1 2
megawatts of electricity. Most
of the small farm \Ioindmills had
generators that operated at one
horsepower or less. Wind
turbines built by General
Electric, Boeing, Westinghouse
and ALCOA may have
generators that operate at 2,Il003'':t ~~,:s~Ccompany the
larger wind turbines and their
towers. In most areas reliable
enoogh to have wind turbines
there is heavy thunderstorm
activity, making them easy
targets for lightnLlg bolts which
C31'1 shatter blades and burn
electr\1ruc circuits.
"Basically what we're talking
about is 300-foot structures in
the middle of nowhere," said
Curtis
Dodd,
associate
professor in electrical sciences
and engineering at SIU-C. "The
places that have the best wi~d
sites are usuaUy flat or ID
mountainous areas. Either
way. the turbines are generally

th~:~~~. ~~~~~~:~~:~asd~

Dr. ('urtis Dodd

themselves," Dodd said. "The
rods would interfere with the
rhythm of the turbine and cut
down on the power produced.
They can play only a minor
role."
The study has also focused on
the experimental use of
metallic tape along the edge of
turbine blades to act as a
conductor. Wooden blades can
be covered with screen wire,
then Fiberglas and then a coat
of paint. The wire will act as a
conductor. Sensitive instrument
wires can be housed in metal
conduits to protect them from
lightning.
Though experts disagree on
the future of wind turbines as an
energy source, Dodd feels that
they have great potential in
some areas.
"Not all areas are suitable for
wind turbines," he said. "There
has to be a certain amount of
wind during the year to make it
worthwh:le. States that used
windmills before can probably
use them for agricultural
purposes like pumping water
and Irrigation.'
Illinois is not a particularly
good state for wind turbines,
Doddsaid, but some states have
programs that encourage their
use.

the highest point in the area."
Dodd is director of a threeyear project studying ways to
protect wind turbines from
lightning. The project is funded
bv the U.S. Department of
E'nergy and overseen by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Admini'>tratiun. Thomas McCalla and David Begley,
associate professors in electrical science and engineering
at SIU-C, and James G. Smith,
chairman of the department,
are also participating in the
project.
The researchers are studying
wind turbines across the
country, including five ex,
perimental installations in See WINDl'lILLS Page 9
Ohio, Rhode Island, Texas,
North Carolina and New
Mexico.
Dodd said the question isn't
whether or not a turbine will be
hit, but how bad the damage
will be when it is.
"If a wooden blade on a
turbine gets hit by lightning, it
literally shatters," he said.
"Steel blades won't be
destroyed, but they can act as
conductors and steer an electrical charge right to the circuits and sensors that control
the generatiDl~ units or the
gears and bearings that tum the
shaft. The charge may arc over
onto power lines and there's no
guarantee that it won·t cause
damage to home wiring."
Dodd and his research team
have experimented with
lightning rods as one of the
methods to improve the
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album rock 105

Sign up at
Student Center
Bowling Alley

Men
and

Divisions

unday
thruThursday

at 6:00 or 8:30 pm

~ues begin

J
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~sponsored by Student Center ReCreation
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Can

: Draw
This?

- - - - - - - - ( A STRAIGHT U N E ) - - - - - - - - -

Immediate Positions Avallaltl.

Yes?_ No?_ Maybe?_

1. CI...ltleti A"_rtl.l........
Muat ......II.ltl. from
10 ••m. to 2:00 p.m. ".lIy

Whether you prefer drawing fines. sketching. or painting
we have all of the materials you'" need.

2. CI...lfl... A".ertl.lnl .ep.
Mu.t ......11..... 1:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. dally
3. A.......I.I... Layout Artl.t.
M..t ..._ • • • •I.....
......u .. of 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
.......11y

We carry a wide variety of art supplies.
You can find everything from pends and brushes to
pastels and paints right here.
And it's dn brand name merchandise like: Grumbacher.
Winsor & Newton. Pelikan, and more.
We also give an

APPLY IN PIllION ONLYI

AII ....tl. . rectul....
CUl'Nnt ACT on fll ••

P'--

" - I CIIl'IMn
Dally "yptlan
Coal....." ' ' ' ' ' lull......

..

10"

discount to S.r.u. students.

WINDMILLS from Page 8
"I thin k Irs partly a matter 01
anticipating ('nergy costs."
Dodd said. "I'or instance. if a
wind turtine generates elec·
tricity at eight c('nt! per
kilowatt hour while electricity
sell:; at five cents per kilowatt

e

hour. then it's not economical.
But suppose the price of elec·
tric ity goes to :.!U cents per
kdowatt hour over a period of
five or six years Then the wmd
turbine
is
economicallv
practical.
.

I
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Individuals must purchase tneir own supplies for all worksnops or pay
a specified lab fee.
Ceramic Workshops have a lob fee of $6.30 for clay & gloze. The Wood
Snop lab fee is $10.00 per semester for uJ:'.keep of equipment. blades. belts. etc.

1

Everybody's a Winner!

Stwla W_w'" FIIIo,.
Tufldoy,

Sep. ISOc. 13

!-?pm

Sept I,-Oct '2

S·'On"l

~n.nl"" & DyolntJ

You'll be one too
when you try the

I

~
Q~

FAll 01 WORKSHOPS
All worksnops require advance registration. Registration begins
August 24 and ends Sept. 12. 1981. Croft Worksnops start Sept. 14.

D.E. Classifieds

Moncloy.

112.00

. . tllc
s.pt

Mondoy,

1~

Ocr '1

T ,IJ).9 )()-,,"

Dnlwlntl' Watercolor
Sept I,..O<t 14

Wednetdoy.

!t-7pf"l't

1t••ul~~I"'M)
I Mondo, Wednflday
II T",etdoy,- Thursdoyt

Sep' 1'.0<1 12

5-7,,",

_,IS-Oc.'3

6-8J1m

730-~lOp",

Sep' 11>0<1 21

Wednetdoyl

"2.00
....

suOP~~

"'. . . ~.St~~.• ~Iee: She..... s,-.~!.!!.'!"h. rec..... ~.
Thuf'tday"

Sept I7·Oc'.22

T..-.,.

S-7prn

.10.oa ...

S·1pm

al0.aD· ""P1JI ...

-..

...

~~~
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0<120-_"

~IO"••' (Solanderl

T........

Oc •. 2O-Nov.

I'
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+-"-
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Thursday's puzzle
ACROSS
, F loal
5 N,DOle
9 AuSI"an psy·
ch'alrosl
'4 One·eyed
god
15 Concern,ng
2 words
16 ee,e 17 Calalogue
18 Conl"'e
20 Sires
21 l"iaveameal

~~ ~~~:::

51 Maroners
54 Funny one
58 Quarrel
60 Bull
6 I Season
63 A,e or saw
64 SenIor 10
65 The beSI
66 Thrall
67 Oal!
68 Beyond
69 In,erprel
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25 Currents
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3 Confuse

27 A fide
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28 NHl player
30 Perfee'
31 ForCed apar'
2 words
32 Gela,," sub.
s','u'e
33 State Abbr
34 Olflclal

SPlfl'S
44 Sea eagle
4S l-retenllOUS
46 M"''',ne part
47 Loo~ alter
49 Cr'ppled

records
35 Ruler
37 A religIon
38 Neon. 1.'1 al
40 Bashtul
4t O,d pro

12 Ares Sisler

Pret
19 Untold
24 Coli courses
26 AnguIsh
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~; DG: ~ : : ~

29 Pro'S
5 PI~iUolce
oppos,'e
6 Energy led
30 P" 7 ColombIa.
34 CPA
e'c 2 words
36 - and error 8 F,sh
38 Canyon
9 Blac~ 39 BohemIan
Cattle
42 Ed,ble roo's 10 Accomphsher
43 Roman
11 MInerai SU''''

13 S'ralg'"

II(

£ L

f

A
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RES T
46 SInger Vlkkl
T

48 Gab
49 SUSPICIOUS

50 Cupolas
S2 Dry lake
depOSIt
53 FIxed shoes
S4 AbsentGI
55G,_,sle
56 Ta~e apart
57 MaChIne gun
590oreet,on
62 Splgol

Director named
for agricultural
development office

something special is
coming to

SIU EMPLOYEES

FarreU J. Olsen. proCessor of
plant and soil science. has been
named director oi Slli·e·s oC·
fice for International Food and
Agriculture Development
,IFAD'.
He will serve as head ad·
ministrator of the [FAD office
in the absen~e of IFAD coor·
dinator Howard H. Olson. whc
is working in Sri Lanka under a
Fulbright Fellowship.
Olsen will remain a full·time
faculty member in the School of

~fa~~Ua~~re;!i1 ~i~~~~ent

of
The IF AD office coordinates
international projects in
agricultural development foc
the University. It is involved
with the School of Agriculture.
College of Science and Office of
International Education.

CREDIT UNION
watch this ad and your mail

box for details
1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, II. 62901

Hours

Lobby
M-Th 9-4
Fri. 9·6
Sat.9-Noon

Drive-up
8-4:30
8-6:00
8-Noon

(618) 457-3595
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In the small bar:
TONIGHT: LAST NIGHT!
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The Honest.
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BooKie
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band around!

doing

NO COYER

EdlCor's note: Sorry. puzzle
'ans. We inad'·er ....ndv omitted
the c:rossword puzi'e from

H't"dnt"sdav's papt"r. The answer to tOday's puzzle will

appear in Friday's paper.
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scientific calculator
with statistics crd
new Constant

rrlemory·
feature.

~

"Special"
$21.H

POWERFUL SCIENTIFIC FUNCTIONS

• 60 functIons aulomatlcally handle a Wide range
slide-rule func',ons roots. powe,s. reCIprocals.
common and naturallogar::hms. and tr,gonometry
In degrees. radIans or grads
• Includes many spec,al funct,ons such as pl. algebra'c percent
constant. factorial, St.lentlrlC nofatlon and mant.ssa expal'1slon

FULL STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
• BUIlt ,n slatlstlcallunct,ons ,nclude data e",ry mean and standard
deVIatIons and variances lor bot" sample and pOpulat,on data
• Helps you to handle large sets of data pOInts and bo,1 down
data oNlth the mosl commonly used slatoslocal calculatIons

. )
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.
.
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QUALITY
NAME BRAND
FURNITURE •••
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
* American of Martinsville
* Burlington House
'* Barcaloun er
TRADE·IN ROOM
Used & Antique

FURNITURE
We buy and sell

i:Broyhill

* DeSofo
,*Riverside
Budget line

MAnRESS&
FOUNDATION
312 coil e.tra firm

95

s

Budget Line

SOFA & CHAIR

Scatchguard Herculons &
Antron.

16995 set

sa

SLlmLn~
with new
Constant memory" feature.
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REO. JUDAS 'l

PRIEST. CLAPTON.
STYX. FOREIGNER
AND MORE'

FRI-SAT: ~...,..
GJ'~ .. 'l~/>~ .
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RAVUYN
NOCOV'R
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• DELIVERY AVA.LABLE

• w. talc. 'lADE-INS
.Eata'..sh_ln 1971

Mon.-Sat. 1Oa","m
Across from Ramada Inn

549-7000

the barn
OLD RT. 13 We.t

CARlON DALE

,.

PLAZA GRILL
Breakfast & Lunch Specials everyday
Best Hot Cakes in Town
Fast and courteous service
54'-2514

602 S. Illinois ~

open 7om-3pm

Waited over a million years to see you!

NOW OPEN

f!~~/:!ft~~!!l

Shawnee Bluff

f~tt

Paddle boats-Canoes-Fishing
Picnicking -Family Camping

Staff photo by Jay Small
EXASPERATED-Even the best of them ean get
lost in Faner Hall. And when you're only a freshman, like Karina Frank, a nursing anesthetist

student. the frustration can Just sit you right
down_

~usic

Chicago may ban moving
By llark He.rich

:\ssociated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - The lithe,
ta nned young man garbed only
in bandanna and gym shorts
weaves in and out of traffic on
his roller skates, eyes swimming and hips gyrating to a
backbeat only b! can hear perhaps the only thing he can
hear.
It's a familiar summer scene
in the city. The miniature,
battery-run stereo cassette unit
that hooks onto any belt and
transmits tunes through
featherweight earphones has
possessed Americans on the
move.
It has them so possessed. a
Chicago alderman believes,
that
tuned-in
traveling
audiophiles are tuning out the
real world around them, endangering both their own safety
and that of others.
So Alderman Louis P. Farina
has asked the City Council to
ban the use of "any radio, tape
player or other device with
earphones ... while operating a
bicyci..:, motorcycle, moped,
snowmobile or any other such
device on the public way." The
proposed ordinance, which
advises a minimum S50fine for
each offense, is scheduled for a
council vote Sept. 14.
Farina tuned in to the
problem while driving to work

Aug. 18 when he had to swerve
to avoid a "tuned-out" cyclist
on a conision course with the
alderman's car. The biker
never heard Farina's car horn.
"Some of the manufacturers
and retailers don't like my
move because headsets are the
hottest item on their market
today, and radio commentators
are unhappy because it will
interfere with their listening
audience," said Farina. "But if
I can save one life I'n be happy
because they (stereo headsets)
are very dangerous."
Manufacturers sold an
estimated
750.000
units
worldwide in 1979, 805,000 in
1980 and are expected to seD 1.5
million this year, according to
Ralph Jones of the Electronics
Industry
Association
in
Washington D.C. He estimated
total 1981 retail sales would
reach $200 million.
"We can't make enough of
them," says BiD Baker, vicepresident of corporate communicatims for Sony Corp. of
America, whose parent company two years ago pioneered
stereo headsets with the
Soundabout. now called the
Walkman.
Rich Puntil, a sales
representative with Pacific
Stereo in Chicago, says sales
are "double last year - we
can'tkeepanyinstodt." Puntil
links the units' popularity to

FSPECIAL REDUCEri
PRICES
ON ALL USED TV.

6 miles south of Murphysboro on Rt. 127
Open at Noon every Friday, Saturday &Sunday

Bring Camera

America's fitness fix.
"People are getting into
bicycling. jogging, skiing, and
it's a lot more enjoyable with
nice music going." he said.

$2 per person at gate
25 % discount for groups of 10 or more

TRY SOFT
CONTACTS

Established 1898

~/~OPTICAL

FREE

nelSSer

IN OUR OFFICE

11~~~~~~~~q

IC Op-Amp Cookbooks

In Stock
This week only

$13.50

Iring in this
odfor
15" DISCOUNT
ON ELECTRONIC TOOLS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT

PIC.·.ILICTa.NIC.
Lewis Park Mall. Car.onclale
549·4833

~

~"'exttoPlckrILlquor~

-Eyes Elfamined

THRU SEPTEMBER 2'th ONLY:

- Glasses Fitted

COMPLm

$59 IYIGLASSIS
Select Slroup of frames with

- Prescriptions
Filled
- Prescriptions
Taken From
Your Glasses

Single Vision and Clear Vision Lenses

$99

·AslldeII.r
CGI1ad Ills
call1inlOlS cart ~.

BAUSCH & LOMB ~
SOfT CONTAC LENSES

Jlfusser

INCLUDES:

• lenses • examination

• 1 month follow-up core
• chemicar disinfection starter kit

218 S. Illinois, Carbondale Call for appt. 549-7348 1@j§#i1!!i

One of the finest galleries in the entire Midwest
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ART & GIFT GALLERY
1401 Walnut Murphylboro

~--...;,..,.
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Electronic parts and supplies for aU
school needs
Service on most makes and models
of stereos and. TVs

(Salt Peter Cove)

.;1

~~---I
~~
Extro Arkansas, Milsourl, and
Farol duck ltamp prints availabl.
Call for order

Wide, wide range of artwork
Wide, wide range of prices
• serigraphs
• lithographs
• original oils
.ethchings
• collector's it.ms

30% off oil paintings
p-Ius

2 regular mats

FREE

with p~:;.has. of Maynard Reece
Limited Edition print
SALE ENDS AUG. 31
Daily Egyptian. AIJIUSt'l1. J98J. Page II
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Drrlc the Root Beer: I(......, the l6oz. ob«
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Purchase a 16 0% glass filled with A&Ws world famous real
draft root beer for only 79( and keep the glass. It's a special
gloss. featuring AlWs ambassador of fun. the Great Root aear.
Start your collection today.
A great root beer, A Great Root Bear glass. only 79¢
while supplies lost of Carbondale's A&W family restaurant.

Fixing sore bodies
is SpackDlon's job
Bv Cindv L. Echols
Student 'Writer

The worst aftereffect of
participation in sports is often
nothing more than a bruised
ego. But the services of Robert
"Doc" Spackman stand ready
to treat the more tangible aches
and pains.
"I take care of students,
faculty. staff and alumni," said
Spackman, a certified athletics
trainer who treats people for
sports-related injuiries.
Spackman said he treated 687
clients last spring-436 maJes
and 251 females. The most
common injuries during the
spring semester were knee,
back and ankJe ailments and
shoulder and fc;Klt injJries.
"I wasn't as busy this summer because a lot of students
don't know I'm here," explained Spackman, who formerly was athletic trainer for
the Saluki teams.
Spackman's service is a
divISion of the Student WelJness
Resource Center. His office is
located next to the basketball
gymnasium OIl the lower level
of the Recreation Center,

"Doc" is available for consultation from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Appointments to see him can be
made at the equipment desk on
the lower level of the
Recreation Center.
"No other universities offer a
service to students like the
program here," said Mike
Dunn, director of the Center.
Hardly a day goes by when
someone doesn't get injured,
Spackman said. Most of the
injuries are sports-related, and
Spackman said it's hard to find
a doctor who can treat these
types of injuries.
"Most people can't get well
going to a regular doctor,"
Spackman said, "because they'
don't take the time to work on
the injury long enough.
"If you can move the injured
area, I can show you how to
strengthen it," he said.
Spackman reports a 95
percent recovery rate if the
injured person follows his
program.
"People have to learn to
listen to their bodies," Spack-

Robert "Doc" Spackman sits in
hil "Used Body Shoppe" where
he has treated hundreds of sore
bodies. His Iraining room is iD
Ihe Rec Center.
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GYROS

GYROS! The Greek gourmet sandwich
Made oJ U.S. CHOICE BEEF blended
with Greek spices and cooked on a
specially designed broiler. It is served
with tomatoes, onions, and a sour cream
based sauce.
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12-11 Sun
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CANDIDATES FOR
THE FALL 1981 PRACTICE LSAT EXAM

Sponsored by
Pr.Law Advisory Commltt. .

Leather Upper All Classic Penny
And Tassel Loafers
$42.00

and
Tesffng Services
Page \2. Daily Egyptian, August '11, 1981
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See SP ACK.\tAN Pap 13

The date for LSAT Practice Testing has
been changed to Saturday, September 12. It
helps candidates become familiar with the
directions, expectations, and scoring of the
LSAT. For registration, obtain an admission
ticket from Talting Services, Woody Hall 8
204, and pay the Bursars Office the required
$4 fee.
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~'erkle I Hash Browns $1 09 2 Slices of Bacon I
I Toast &Jelly
!) Toast &Jelly I
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Board looks to stop city water
~Y

,\ndrew Strang

Staff Writar

The Murdale Water District
Board of Trustees threatened
TUl'sdav to obtain a court inJunction' against Carbondale if
:he city begins providing water
10 26 homes on Tower Road, but
the board withdrew their threat
o[ court action against the
owners of the homes if tht;y
agree to accept the city water.
While the board said any
atll'mpt to obtain an injunction
would first need their approval,
ml'mbers agreed that a~proval
'IOould probably be given if
Carbondale proceeds with the
hook·ups.
,"11 they start moving or
disconnecting our lines, I
recommend that we start
moving immediately ," Wm'dm
Ridgeway, board attorney,
said,

"The issue is: can they take
our· prope~ty and r!ghts t~
property Without paymg us,
Ridgeway said. "Can they
bother our lines. take our
customers and jeoeardize the
contracts we have? '
The dispute revolves around
the question of who wiu provide
water service to the homes on
Tower Road. Presently. the
water district is providing
water but Carbondale is
providing sewer service to the
homes,
For six years, Carbondale has
been unsuccessfully trying to
purchase the district's facilities
that provide water to 515
customers who live in the city
limits. But a price has never
been agreed upon. according to
Jack Foster, director of water
and sewer services for Carbondale.
In a n effort to settle the issue.

possibly in court. the city
council last month decided to
begin providing water service
to Tower Road residents,
Foster said.
"The intention of the city is to
force a decision," Foster said.
Ridgeway told the board that
he believes. based on an Illinois
court case, that a court in·
juction would be granted. He
declined, however, to name the
case because he did not want to
aid the city attorneys if the
issue ever reaches court.
When attempting to get
homeowners to authorize the
city to connect its water service, City Manager Carroll Fry
had pointed out a local ordinance that aHows the city to
cut off sewer service to any
building that refuses city water.
He later said no action would be
taken against those owners that
did not sign the authorization.

OPEN
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SPACKMAN from Page 12
man said. He emphasizes
treating symptoms, not just
combating the problem with
aspirin and painkillers.
Spackman said he sees a lot of
25·year·olds who have the
bodies of 35-year-olds.
"For the masses, fitness ends
at age IS," he said. "After this
age they begin to drive cars and
;top riding a bike or walking."
~lany students
are not
physically active during winter
months and try to jump back
mto strenuous exercise when

warm weather returns, he said.
T~ ~Ie ,are likely to end
up With injurJeS.
In addition to injuries, Spack-

:!'e~~;~~~~~~:i~:/=~~

booklets, written by Spackman.
belp prescribe a fitness
program tailored to the individual's needs.
"Everyone who sees one of
our booklets on fitness wants to
introduce it into their
program," be said. "Eight
major leaaue basebiU clubs use

BRASS PLAYERS

.0 '0,.

the basebaU fitness book. and
tbe National
Basketball
Association has adopted our
basketball book for their
program."
Uhe encounters a program he
is unable to handle, Spackman
refers the client to the Student
Wetlness Rcsouree ('enter.

536-3321

STUDENT CENTER

PAYLESS
INFLATION

THE
SIU MARCHING SALUKIS
WANTYOUI

Openings still available for:
Trumpet, Trombone, Hom, Baritone,
and Sousaphone
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Members receive two hour credit,
Performances at: World Trotting Derby
All Home Football Games, St. Louis-DaUas
Game in St. Louis.
Interested players should
contact: Mike Hanes
t

Band Office-Room 109, Altgeld Hall
Phone 453-2776

Tropical Plants

Green up your house or dorm
room with a beautiful tropical plant
Large Selection to Choose from:
Tr
Fit Philodendron

~~

Cactus

Polms

Scheffl-

Chinese...,....,.
Arborlcola

Hanging Balkets

Diett.nbachia

Dracaena

.Sol.sand
Insta"atlon
.Week'y
malnfenence

~~.,-'lJ",

~.Shorfand
:

~

long term I.ntal
• Receptions
residential and
commercia'

Come See us at Southern .
,lIlnols' only Supermarket
of Tropical Plants

Fir-Sure Tropical Foliage Co.
Sft.4tll
1'1. mi Ea.tanHwy. 13 roReed Statian Rd. betJind Lakewood

C••••Naau

E."1e

st.opp... c.n_

'.'Mon.Sat

12·5 Sunday

aURIIIIY•••R.
Jackson Squar.

'·'Mon·Sat
12·5 Sunday
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MORE
Free Parking
SPECIAL HOURS:
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FR. & SAT ':30-5:.

REGULAR HOURS: Mon-Sat 1:31-5:31

BOOK!
'10 . . . . . . . . .

TEXTBOOKS
If saving money
is your bag •..

MORE
USED

BOOKS
FROM

71·0

BOOKSTO~.....
Supplies
Official SlUe Textbooks,

STORE

Be Sure You
Have Our Bagl I
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NUCLEAR

RACE from Page 2
In reSigning from office
earlier this month, O'Neal
complained the job was too
confining and basicaUy had no
signiricance in state govern·
ment.
But there's no shortage of
Republicans angling for the
party nod to fill the office,
which remains vacant until
after the 1982 election.
Ryan a nd Totten are expected
to join a field already including
Sen. Prescott Bloom of Peoria.
former Rep. James Nowlan,
now a University of Illinois
professor, and Rep. Herbert
Huskey of Oak Lawn.
With Totten able to draw on
White House support. his tilt
with Ryan could turn out to be a
power struggle between
Reagan and Thompson.
Asked if the primary fight
could ever get to that point,

NIPSCO had said July 31 that
the project might be abandoned
if it continued to face legal and
regulatory problems. The
companv had been seeking
approval from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to
renew its construction permit,
which expired in 1979.
Although construction of the
plant began in 1974. the plant is
reported to be only about 1
percent complete. Work at the

"I can't believe the White
House would come in to the state
~ Illinois and get info a power
struggte with the one govemtr
who's been its biggest sup·
ptrter:' he said.
Although not an early supporter at Reagan's campaign
last year. Thompson has been a
vocal t"tacker of the preSident's
policies.
Rvan. 4i. is from Kankakee.
alx{ would add geographic as
well as political balance to a
ticket headed by Thompson.

TIIIOI.B MID
AWARD WINNING
PIZZA
,he Go.d Mine w ••
voteel II by the
SOut.....n IIIlnol.
Un'verslty Y_rlltook

r~:r~i~~~E~t i:rd~~ ::::l~

so they could examine plans ftr
the plant's foundation.

611 S. IlIInol.
Delivery ...... I .

129-413.

All the Crab Legs
you can eat for

--,-

only $9.95

Local teachers

@till

from Page 2

Totten said: "It probably will."
Ryan disagreed.

picketin~;

c-~c_

Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m.

no negotiations on

Pizza delivered in Murphysboro 5-12 p.m. daily

By The Associated Press

The County Seat Restaurant

Teachers manned picket lines
in four Southern Illinois school
districts Wednesday as contract
negotiations broke down.
Some 60 tea~hers in the Trim
Community Unit &-"901 District
near Campbell Hill. in Jackson
County. were off the job as
more than 1.000 students
received an extended summer
vacation. A meeting has been
set with a federal mediator ftr
Friday,
according
to
Superintendent Jim Davis,
An estimated 590 teachers
were off the job at Granite City
in Madison County where 10.500
students were to return to
classes this week. In O'Fallon,
80 teachers at the elementary
school were off the job but
district officials were at·
tempting to hold classes for
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In the Zeigler·Royalton
District in Franklin County.
another 40 teachers were off the
job as classes were called off
for more than 800 students.
Teachers in Sandoval have
held informational picketing
everyday for 45 minutes before
school starts but have been
teaching classes. Talks with a
federal mediator are set for
Thursday night. Talks are also
continuing at schools in Benton.
Cairo, Mount Vernon, Salem
and the Shawnee District in
Wolf Lake where teachers are
working without contracts.
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Welcome Back SIU
Students & Faculty Sale

We Urge you to
SHOP & COMPARE

WI PAY MOllE for

CLA. . . . . . .

• '6.00 oH Any iean

Anything of Gold
or Silver
( - broken i-.1ry)

-Lee, levi, Colvin Klein, Liz,
Gloria Vanderbelt, Jordache

.Button down Oxford Shirst Reg. $18.00 now ' ••99
.Wool Blend pleated skirts values to $30.00 now
.Fully lined Corduroy Blazers Now $29.99
• Free monograms on Sweaters
.Round the Clock Panty Hose Sale! All Styles including Givenchy.

'21."
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By Daniel Q. Haney
,\ssociated Press Writer

New drug
may prevent
artery blocks

BOSTON lAP) - A new drug
madp from pel~icillin reduces
lev:::1s of choleste:ol in the blood
and may prevent hardening of
the arteries. an underlying
cause of the heart attacks and
strokes that kill 800.000
Americans a year. researchers
say.
A study shows that the experimental drug compactin is
effective in people with an
inherited defect that produces
high blood cholesterol levels
and leads to premature heart

disease.
Doctors familiar with the
research say it may someday
have a wider application in
preventing heart disease for
millions of otherwise healthy
people who have too much
cholesterol in their blood.
The new study was directed
by Dr. Hiroshi Mabuchi at
Kanazawa University School of
Medicine in .Japan and
publishedin Thursday's issue of
the New England Journal of
Medicine.
The Japanese doctors gave
compactin to seven people with
hypercholesterolemia. Such

victims often have two or three
times the usual levels of
choie!'leroi in their blood. They
are five times more likely than
normal to have heart disease,
which often appears when they
lire in their 405.
The patients. including a
woman and three of her
children. took smaU doses of the
drug for 24 weeks. Their blood
levels of a form of cholesterol
caDed low-density lipoprotein.
or LDL. feD 29 percent. Their
levels
of
high-density
lipoprotein. which protects
against heart disease. were
unchanged.

Researchers also reported no
adverse side effects.
LDL causes fatty deposits on
the blood vessels and makes
them narrow and clog. This
condition. caUed hardening of
the arteries or atherosclerosis.
contributes directly to the heart
a ttack and stroke that make
heart disease America's No. 1
killer.
n
e dIi~oria
DrSac~~~~:~tnsg
Brown and Joseph L. Goldstein
of the University of Texas
Health Science Center said the
development of compactin
"as.'1umes great importance."

i.

TUBIYTOO
II COWNG TO THE
IIUCAMPUII

-Dad, if I had a TUBBY TOO card I wouldn't
have to ask you for money.-

Now. Automatic Banking is coming
to the SIU campus in the Student Center!
The University Bank of Carbondale first
introduced 24 hour banking
to Carbondale and is now going on campus
for added customer convenience.
Sign up now and use TUBBY 24 hours a day
and TUBBY TOO at the Student Center.

-

'universitv tank d corOOndole ....... ,.. - ......

It . . . . . .

MEMBER FDIC
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-Campus rqJriefs-Testing Services has set fan dates and registration deadlines for
the following tests: The Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) will be given Oct. 3. Deadline for registration is Aug. 31.
The Law School Admission Test <LSAT) will be given Oct. 3.
Deadline to register is Sept. 3. The Practice Law School Admission
Test (PLSAT) will be given Oct. 12. and registration closing for that
test is Sept. 7. Further information and registration materials are
available from Testing Services in Woody Hall B 204 at 536-3303.
Intramural Sports win hold an orientation meeting from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. Thursday in Room 158 of the Recreation Center for those
interested in officiating for intramural sports this year. For more
information contact Brad Bennett in Intramural Sports at 536-5531.
The sm Fencing Club and the Saluki Slashers wiD hold their first
meeting and open club night from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday in
Room 158 of the Recreation Center. Coffee will be served. Fencing
club hours for fan in Room 158 are from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. lIoIonday;
from 7 p.m. t09 p.m. Tuesday; from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday; and
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday.
The sm women's gymnastic team wiD give performances at the
University Man from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday and from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday. There win be no admission charge.

. Memorial Hospital of Carbondale is offering a series of four
diabetes education classes to be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sept.
10,17,24 and Oct. 1 in the hospital's second Door Family Practice
Center. Persons with diabetes, family members and friends interested in attending are requested to pre-register by Sept. 3 by
calling Marlene Matten or Sara Anderson at Memorial Hospital,
549-0721, extensioo 141. A fee of $8 per family group will be charged
to cover the cost of materials.
Synergy's faU training for its volunteer telephone crisis line
begins next Monday. Students interested in learning more about the
program should call Synergy at 549-3333.
The Southern Dlinois Collegiate Sailing Club wiD meet at 9 p.m.
Thursday in Lawson 231. An interested persons are invited to atfend.

WIDB Radio will have an orientation for all interested students at
6 p.m. Thursday in Student Center Ballroom C. The station is
looking for people to fin various staff and department head
positions. Information is available from Lisa Dartt at 457-7002.
The Library Informatioo and Orientation Committee win sponsor
tours on Thursday and Friday to acquaint students with the library.
Thursday's tour will be at 2 p.m., and Friday's wiD be at 10 a.m.
Each session will last about one hour and will begin in the Un·
dergraduate Library Conference Room (Room 1031) on the first
Ooor of the Ubrary. No advance registration is necessary.

-.lbe Saluki Saddle Club will hold a mandatory meeting at 7 p.m.
Thursday at Le Cheval. Those interested can obtain details by
calliDg 549-4330.

Arnold Air Society &. AllIel Flight

10,000 METER RUN
For Cystic Fibrosis

Sponsored 8y

Natutal

~LigI!~
WHEN: Sept.mber 12, 1981
TIME: 9:00 a.m.
WHERE: McAndrew Stadium, SIU-Carbondale
REGISTRATION: $5.00, S7.50after Sept. 5
CHECk· IN: 7:30-8:30 Sept. 12

At McAndrew Stadium
RETURN REGfSlRATION AND FEES PAYABlE TO
Harper Angel Flight, AFROTC 205, SIU·C

-----~~~~~~~--------------REGISTRATION

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _
·7M.... LE z::::rEMALE
STATE_ _;:r? _ __

~l~~!~tE;;~;~;/~k~M~~~~~x~~epre_:-al:"
! / $7.50

Lat~

j

~~~:Hrh~:~l:~;:;;~:~e;~~d!~h~!;~;;~~~:~~~~~~
cut of r:-.y participa"tion ir. this

r~..ir.•

;~ t~:~:~~~: ~~ :'~~!~~'?:::-Qr::---------;uardian
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ZUCCHINI.MUSHROOM
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STRATA
w/marinated Tomato Salad

$2.49

.~'CJ{lsr"UDO~,~

~:''"'7~'-~:''''~~

This Week's Special
Lunch or Dinner

The
8altery Restaurant
'57·'3t3

lliiiPiiiiiiil
~QdfullPteP$ I
.5...

?:~':'.

~

The moot """"..", . - of Miura!
foods and vitamins in Southem Illinois

:~'''/''~
[':~: :q'''''

100 West
Jackson SI.
North Illinois and the railrOiKl)

'" "'-'" .,,-

Hours: 9:00 to S:JO Mon.·Sat.
Sundav 12 to 5 Phone 549-1741

K.... '"

(8e1lAa!n

h

~-:::~J

in

cup or cone

8

All the fun of ice crl!illm-plus the good things of yogurt

~~~~ ~':;~~:'i:.t.

9cSpec·.O I

Natural fruit flavors

CCM...n.IMMI'II'O"

Save 25% ~~~
Save $3.11 From
Save 25% 9.88
Save 20%

20% off

a~ie:,e

Not applicable to sale merchandise
(limit One coupon per customer)
Coupon Expires 8-31·81

Select Items

Burl furniture Save 20%-30%
• Pillows. Vases. Wooden Boxes • Teapots
• Floor Screens .Mugs • Wall Decor .Kits

and much more

•

I
•

to a reg. cup or coneotDANNY,YOI

'\f'SlPJEClIAl COU1PON~

• Rugs. Wicker

I
I
I

This coupon and 19c entitles !Mar.r.

Bamboo Blinds
Maize Rugs
All Baskets
Art Prints

• Chen gadgets

I

K~Q~ SOFT FROZEN YOGURTI

Pier 1 imports
Your Decorating
Headquarters

fr.!r'V

after Sept.
w.;r". jER: To Be Signed By A~hl"!t~(?a:-ent or
Guardian if under l~)
Zn cQnsidera-rion of 'the :oregoing, : fur my3e 1':, executors, adminis trators ,and· SlSS igns,
~o her-eby release and discharge Harper Squad!'~,r.•
:'~drper' Angel r:ight, Cystic Fi~rosis :o'.lnda·,i,.)r.,

!::·V~.d.-rl~.

OLNEY (AP) - A trial for a
suspect in an Olney bombing
incident has been delayed and a
Richland County circuit judge
has imposed a gag order on the
case.
Leonard Ezell. 28, had a
preliminary hearing Monday
and was bound over to stand
trial on charges of attempted
murder and aggravated arson
by Judge Lawrence Arnold,
whoalsogranteda requesUor a
gag order by defense attorney
Ray Fehrenbacher. The order
prohibits the news media from
printing any information from
Monday's hearing.
Richland County State's
Attorney Brad Vaughn did not
object to the gag and said that
rulings on such issues are
vague.
EzeU turned himself in to
county authorities Aug. 9 after
being sought in the Aug. 4
bombing of the Carol Brown
residence in Olney.
Authorities arrested EzeU's
wife Mary and DaDiel Dvorak.
19, Monday on charges related
the case. Mrs. Ezell was
with aiding and
unlawful making of

/.:..)

rclR~

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _----..:AGE_PHO,iE _ _ __

CITY:

Gag order issued
on delayed trial
for bomb incident

I

Super

Values
BOOKSTORE

Your Art & Engineering Supply Headquarters
For All Your School Needs
!)srAEDTLER

1III'SI@ltm~711

~
~

Technical
Pen Set

This Is What You Get
7 Technical Pens
(A $59.00 Value)
For Only
95

Pickett Designer I
Drafting Table

$29.

••••••, •••••• ". , """F"" ,

I •• " " " " , .

• •••••••••• , •• "

•• , . ,

Have You Always Wanted To Own A
Programmable Hewlett - Packard Calculator
But Could Not Afford to: NOW YOU CAN'
Linear
RPNLogic
Regression
37 Scientific
Function
Linear
8 Storage
Estimate
Registers
l¥] =~'::~~
49 Program Suggested Retail ~
Steps
710'5 Price $59.95
lexas Insttwnents
advanced slide rule

calculator with progrCllTV'TlObCt!ty
T1-55

Sugg. Ret. $129.50
Our Price $99.95

36"x48 Top
Sugg. Ret. $145.00
Our Price $109.95

All Wood Drafting Table
31" x 42" Top

$79.95

Features
Sin, Cos, 1 an,
Logs

SQuare:5q.Root
Parenthesis:Memory
Reciprocals
Degree/Radian

$34. 95 (Price~ thru 9/5)

(wI Sturdy Metal Base)
31" X 42" Top

....- ~~'"
.....
....
- f~VI;
...--_.-----

$19.95

~--.

-----

Modes
710'5 Price••••••• $12.95

Texas Instruments

elect(onic sflde-rule calculator

n-30

Ledu Super XL
Drafting Lamp

the lamp that mmes

... And Many More Values ,To
Choose From.

"When Students Compare, We Gain A Customer!"

BOOKSTORE
710 South Illinois Avenue
Phone 549-7304
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('O~TRr\rr

FOR TITLE. ('ar·
bondale area. 1969 Slatesman. 12 x

Vaily 'Egyptian
1~~lmmunl
t

'~I

\

~rJ:J~~~c~oo:;~g5l~e3~~~ a~~ $II~

$I.;w

'1'\\" I )~I.\="'··

~f l"t)nt:"o

p -r \\I)rcl. pt"r

pt'r month for 36 months or 54.SlMI
cash sale. 68i·2482.
B828IAe05

·thn ... • nr rour l>a~ ~ - H "I'nl, pt'r

\'fl~d. ptOr dll~
~ 1\',' thru :\In" [l~I\'

tI..n

r'\RBo~DALE·

lOBI.

t·~~~~.It;.f ot:~I~o~(~'I~~~~a~~n:'~1

~i~~~~.~k.ti~ ~g~nlrSk~~~~.

Call 529-1l169afler 5:30 p.m
8322Apll

I;; Word 'linimuno

1:?lt5O. 1970 AIR. :"if:W RL'GS. musl
sell. 52'.100.00. 529-4727
0049Ae08

PARTS & SERVICE
Tune-Up Special
Free Engine Oil
With Tune-Up

m;~~~,~~;';~~~(>I{i~r~~W;~;'~r;'I;;,

Iht' ratt' apphcabll' lor tht' numht'r
of IOst'rlion, II ~pt'ars Tht'ro> \\111
~1~1 ~ '~~o\'~~ \th~n;l~o~'~a{'FP 1t.~~

.....u,

HONDA 350 1973. RUNS AND
\ooIIs p-eat. Excellent gas mileage.
""'151 after 6 p.m.
0004Ac05

~k~scr:>ti ~ ::.~esmo~~~~ I

cellent shape. 457·5966.

'74. r.r::,er

m~fo.z.very good cO~I~~:::S

1971 SUZUKI T500 • Dependable.
runs good. $100. 529-2007 Paul.
0021Ac05

}t~~is.l~ ~~~~~ ~~~:n~~~
~~s':O~o:~ ~~r~:~~ ~ri~i'::l

.

~:C~11~~H;!~~e. S~rn~r ~i

of(er. must see. call after ~m. 549-

SB84.

829IAaGS

69
PL YMOl'TH
FURY.
RECENTL Y Installed shocks.
tires. batterY. automatic transmission. 549·5166 after 6 or
weekend.
002SAa05
JEEP CJ5. 1974 12.100. Call 5291622. days.
8OO15Aa05

Ml'ST SELL 850 Yamaha 19110.

i

~~:~pa;~r;::~IYp~~:~"9i l~ake

8335Aa07

71 SUBARA. HIGH M.PG .• nice
little car. S750.00. 457~. 0033Aa05

{1975

I
!

set-aM

Auto......... MoW.........

12X60 and a 121150. BOTH IN ex·
cellent condition. 5019-5550 or 5291604.
8201AeOol

AYALA INSURANCE
457-4123

HOMECREST. GOOD CO:'O·
DITION. terms availablp or FOR

~~.~w~~I\~~~~o bU~'Jiire!is

'Parts & Servite

14 WIDE SCHl'LTZ. 2 and 3
bedrooms. new carpeting. e:oclra

FOREIGN CAR PARTS
529.1644

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondole

.18-529-290

ALSO CASSEm DECKS. AMPS

NALDER

car~tt'd.

free move Act inn llnbilt' 1I0mt'~.
529-1604 or ;W!l-5,';'l41
BR2!lfiAl'4f.l

Good condition or
needing repair

Au4'o "0lIl'''' 14...."
r-~'"-""''''''''t

Pets & Supplies

"ON THE ISLAND"

BEAl:TIFl'L
iHRD
DOGS.
German shorthain-d pointer pups.
AKC. Field Cham..on bloodlines.
both sexes.-,5305'. evem~,-

STERE
SABIN AUDIO

au. LOW DISCOUNI'

FREE KITIE:-.iS. PUTTY tramed.

~~t~~5~~ ~~k~~r._VJets~=

Sporting Goods

~~rm~ur.e~t~itJ. miles8~n4

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
Typt'writer Exdlange. 1101 North

§:~:~~~~~~en ~fi4

SOFA AND CH.>\IR IN Early
American Style for $80. Reeliner
(or 545. AU in matching brown
8286Af05
vinyl. Call 5019-6380.
FOR SALE: FIREWOOD. Oak.

~~;:~oa~i.c~2~~lIed. ~rr:;;;

~~~ e ~~~ ea~tl:ue ~l~kn ~~~
pockeFwatch. stereo equlpmt'nt.

~=.Ti:.r~~y. Atwalerm::~

END OF SUMMER
CLEARANCE

HAFLER
DH"'1(
..........

,..u.n,

11M
..... IN29
IAU .2ft

Golf .....
ntl.lst·Top 'lit.
Prostaffltc.

Bone-'on.

.. M.'M S".EO
...0

.DOQM

Y• • •H.
..." • •ICMI

OY ...VIClCMt
1lIG......" • •

H.fUII

JlCMNICS

S-It.cousncs

'5.00/Doz.

WEST AUTO

GII."-

.17-1131
MU.....yUOllO ILL

ANOMANYcmBMAIOIt&UNOl

6M-J711

Bicycles

Ot'IN ......... IV. .YD.Y

UUS. St.
MU....yUOttO

STERE
REPAI

..................
(across ftc,", ttMt ',aln Station}

RALIEGH PROFESSIONAL l\IK
IV. I yr. old· never raced. good

~~~ll\i~~~~.

call J.bXy~

USED BICYCLES. CURRENTLY
large selection o! 1. 3. 5. and 10
~~. Dave's Bicycle Re~lt~
GREAT

BUY~ ~

SCHWINN 10

~e:o~=~. n;I~~a1~7~~::
Marty.

OOI3Ai05

V6at~'d,a1e ?~ ~.I·('I".)if(p

f{j'uu/.uaie fftudenlJ ~. ~·ir~(·'I.II!I
r:.YIfta'~tnl,ena
• .... Utllltl........

• 3 Calor Selle..... toCh_ 'rom
·Tr. .h "'c•• up

bedroom.

We buy used sft!f'eo equipment

~9-1S08

-----IOx5O LIBERTY. TWO

B8305At'20

CASH

l~lOII.

• c..... TV A_II...le

~~~~~~at:ea~!~~nmM~~' i~~r:d~

1It••• s - c . - ......

(I mi. East of Mall nextto Ik.luick)

ANO OTHiIt GOOO EQUIPMENT
AUWlTH90DAV'AIITS&

~~c:n ~~:::rHe~t,n~~~~I~~:'IM~OO
built in range and oven.

.

(5260) S89

PItICIS

::r:i.

MoItll.... . . .
W....yCash
On The Spot
Any C0n4ltlon

AI_

IWNOtS COMIIUIa MAn

LAFAYmELR9090 (S600) 5175

457·7009

Mobile Ho:';;' I

Low Motorcycle .....

SANSU.551

715 S. UNIVERSITY

SELECfTON OF used TV·s.
!t~~ GOOD
BiII's TV Shop. 133-1 Walnul.
;or best offer lor either. Will con- ! Murphysboro.
B8320Af06
!sider contract. 549-4019 or 5019-2747. I
TREASURE
SALE.
MUR·
PHYSBORO. North 2-1th &:
Borgsmiller August 28. 29. .. 30.
Antiques.
furniture
&:

INSURANCE

(1350)51.9

STEREO

I SPIDER WEB BU\ and sell used

TWO HOUSES • BY owner. 1M·
MEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Both
completely renovated and in ex·
cellent colidition. One Il'i TOWN· a
.semi duplex with dishwasher.
lpati~~rch. garaJle etc .. $-41.500.
lone vUTof TOW:'O. 8 miles south of

Felt SALE. 68 BUICK Skylark. 2
door H.T. S2i5.00. 985-6209.
0093Aa08

W. olIO .tode a wl«le
.....Ion of computer
1tooIc. & ......aln...

KENWOOD KR 6030 (S525) 5179

CJtICI(

'LAKE OF EGYPT lot· Lakeshore
Drive. Excellent location. Must
sell $3.900.00. call 1·931·3141 after 4
pm
8192Ad07

!~'Ie~~~ta~~.

Stop Ity fora
fr_ _ monstratlon

List

SHERWOO07.SO

MIKenaneOus

FREE MAINTENANCE
Delivery And Pickup

77 SUZUKI TSI85•. 2700 miles. 5490074ACOIII

119BO HONDA HAWK. M-IOOT.
Iluggaree rack. backrest. 3400 mi ..

fii: 5=~~~une-UP~09

Receivers

g.~~. 549-7347 or after 6&:i~

Rent A N_ Zenith
Color Television $25 Manthly
alack/White
$15 Manttcly

KAWASAKI 500. REBUILT
new clutch. tires, and

711:>1 after 5 PM.

~CJOmpUbrr

USB) S1BlEO EQUIPMENT

A-I T.V. RENTAL

i~~rJ:~~II. ~c::

75 PACER. AM. FM. II-trac:k. P.S.

I

CARBONDALE· 1978 Duke. 14x70.
air. w·d dishwasher furnished.
com~elt'i~u~. great location.
S16. .501
a ter8:00 &:'Aell

I ~:.e:.U;;:.'1c~iI~ro· ~:::-~I

! ENGINE.

AMC HORNET 1970. del'!!ndable.
battery weak $300., 457.54'~Aa08

10x50 :'<IOBILE HO:'oIE. TWO
bedroom. (urnished. air. ap~~tt~~.&S heat. un~~~~~3

~~~rg~¥A~tNJM~~. ~~:

I~lJ.ondition . red. 37~~

::'M~~~~:w~~~:toI%t'1i

NALDER STEREO

derpinned. tit'd down. fullv car·

I

1972 CHEVY NOVA. runs great.

53300. :H9-1219. af!er5p.m.
0032Ae07

Repair and save.

CARIONDAU'S ONLY

(MI:J7AfOI8

Efaclronica

'V

AWN'S T.V.

DESIGN YOl'R OW:-.i earJIl'l wilh
carpt't sample squares. 27' xI8". 20
for $4 95. Assorted throw rugs.
2"x3" from $3.511 up. 61\4·3671

0027Ac07

~~~rOf~~~~~~ook~~~ !;~~:~~;!!.~~ali~~~~ets.
I
0058Ac07
~~aC:lI c?::~t ~~259~~k ! Real Estate
for Joe.

("16.1M09

COFCH .-\:'\0 :\1"T(,H1~G chair
good shall!'. $;;0 or best offer. :>294247 Tim. Tom. or :'<like (Jfl6.~Af08

10x55 WITH LIVING room lipoul

10:'150 EXCELLENT CONDITION
PARTIALLY furnished. prac·

'69 250 St:Zl:KI. RUNS GREAT.
Cheap. Must sale. After 5. 549-1075.
\
0046AC04
11980 YAMAHA 658 SPECIAL •

1\'

one you know call 549·5936.
Allen s

BEER SIG:'\S. :'\~:O:'\ for sale. ('all
529-4247 Tim. Tom. or ;\like.

~~~w furnace. S28OO~~I~

75 SUZUKI GT 3BO LOW mileage.
excellent condition. Extras $150. or
best offer. 5oI9-5Oi5.
00l1Ac05

CHEVY "NOVA" 1967. Automatic
Transmission. PS. PB. Ellcellent
condition. 549-7954.
8303Aa05

8299Aa05

8319ActJ6

1974 HONDA CB450 GOOD CON·
DITION. with backrest and
~we~~~: Only S700~A~:~

DATSUN '74. Station wagon 710.
AM·FM. very good condition.
111893-4202.
8309Aa05

service. Come to my shop

and save. And like thot some-

~Troo~~n~iti::::le ffrr:.!i'~in~:S°

V,MI........... , . . . . . . .

lUIy 614 E. Ma;n.

11081),\113

4 K:'IIIGHT SPE,\KERS. Sansui
luner. ",\Odow fan
.;2!1·1497

FOR SALE: 12x5O :\IOBILE Home
Good condition. 2 bedrooms.

"our ,Ill: ('all 5;1i;.;ml bE'loTl' I~ ,.'
noon for can"pllauon In 1h,· nt"!
day's ISSUt'

~ou '~ed~~~h: ~~ kfd~rr;; ~!t!r~l

12:ocf.5.

WHY RENT~ 8 WIDE vpntura. one
bedroom. permanant darkroom.
(':octras cheap. musl sell. Frank 5292031.
{lIlf)3Ae05

:h;'

Dr. Low miles $190.00. '68 V.W.
BUf. nice motor $499.00 ;4 Vega

:\1Is.." KITTY'S Goon uSl'd fur·
",Iurf'. RR 1~9 Busb Ave. Hurst.
II miles :,\E of Carbondale
free dt'livery up 10 25 miles

8r.3Afu6

ad\'E'rti~t'r whl('h It'!'s('n lh,' '·alu.,
of Ih(' ad\·t'rllst'm,·nl "III Iw ad·

MAVERICK

:

CLEA~ ,\~D SPAClOl'S 12:oc60.
Two bedrooms. cenlral air. eXlras.
Just 54995. 45i ·246; or 5019- i 482
days·eveninls.
0006Aeo&

Thl' Daily Eg~ptian. cannol ht·
rt'SptlOslblE' for mort· Ihan ono'
da\'s Incorrl'cl 11l't'rIIOIl . \d·
\'l'rtlst'rs a rl' rE'sponsl bit' lor

FORD

Someone who knows you
knows me and Iho' someone
ha~ learned Ihol 1. V and
slereo repalfs need nol be
ewpensive low overhead and
speCial Invenlories permit me
to make rep(lI1'5 10f' less. 1 give
free estImates a 9() day war·
rantee and la!>t dependable

I ilL.

1l:)'13At>05

19i1.

fi~~~';.~ooar:::' ~r. ~~~':::i>d laJg

7 (·.'nls pt'r

·r'·I. thru :\lOt'I.·.·11 (la\ ~ to ,"'m,
1It'T "nTlI. pE'r tim
.
'1'''''111\ or :\101',· \la\·s·· ~ c(,l1b
pt'r word. pt'r dol.\
.

~~~~nl~)~:; n~~\~~I~~~:r~\

Concerning T.V. Repairs

60. front and rear bedrooms. new I
ca~t. bulcher block countertops. :

l"Ia"mf'tllnlormaliflP Rail'"
tine Pa\ III ~'t~nb ptOr \\nni

• Prl_fe ...rIIl,..

r •

• Laundry '.cUltl. .

Marshall & Reed Apts.
ph. 457.4'12

GIRLS THREE-SPEED bicycle
for sale. just like new. 549-5470.
8345Ai04

MURPHYSBORO.

Camaras
I REEL DEVELOPING tank 4

~~~ d~~~~~~~i~nl~'X~r~e!~ge~~r
~iW~s.tim:;. s~~lg!la'tlion\-w~
cassettes. 529-149;.

8272AjOB

LEICA 1\14 WITH 55mm . 1.4
SummilulC. 35mm ·35 Summaron

~:~~~ti~~~ ~~~too~e~~h e~g!l~~~

evenings. Serious inquiries only.

_ _ _ _ _~OO9iAj06

STEREO
10
CA:\IERA. mint. with case $200.
Vi\'itar 200mm for ;\;ikon F. Si5:
Prinz 2Bmm for :'\tkon F. two 4x5
cameras. wide an~le and normal
l~~soc.'~~,fc~~~~~es. film ~~~IOs

...t-HII

f~!~ro'::.-~:I~h~1r¥t~~· r~~~I~e ~~

Rick at 684-6246 anytime after 6
8279Be04
p.m.

~~~tai~·~~~dt~i~~e~r.a~~i-!~I~~~~~

FEMALE TO SHARE trailer. Own
bedroom . rent S80 month . . I,
utilities. Call 549-1768 after 5:00 or

EXTRA NICE. :\IODER!'i 2
bedroom mobile homes; furnished.
carpeted. A·C. anchored. underpinned. sundecks; laundromat;
cmmtry setting. Only 10 minute
drtvetocampus; 529-1910.
88113Bc04

453·5371 (Ask for Tawny J. II.144Be<18

~x~~~~ce!i~~~~~ ~Fl.f~. ~fi

levels, reasonable rates. Call 5294061 after 6:00 p.m.
OO5OAn05

depoSit. 985-2555.

MALIBU VILLAGE

FOR RENT

, ....' _ A...'t....ft..

Apartments

2

CHECK

.,odr.

fram Campus
Air Co....,t,oft....
NoPe..

shape. 549-2693.

0070Be07

·
~f~i~~~ndiS:~~'a~~:~t

SPACIOUS FURNISHED ONE

CLOSE TO CAMPt.:s. furnished

e;:

!

I=~o~ ~~~e !bo~~~:';
:ARE YOU IN need of a place?
:Are you of a female nature?
: Do fr0u want to live a block and a

i TWO BEDROOM • '14o-month
; lease· no pets. 52!H539. 0029Bc10'

THREEBEDROOM.25130IdWest

=:;e~~~~!~6.~tfa19 !fec~~i~H~e:
a~!~~or
reut OJ! per person basis. 457-4334.

~~~i~~=W~s:F'~~~

i TWO BEDROOM • CARPET •

~=::M!t~r: H"om~ rar~.
:::
0028BclO

B8326Bb07

TllLlOf
POSITION:

1539.

:=.e.:r= ~~.r:~

VERY CLEAN. 1211:60 mobile

~::e ~~~:,:e,J:~.

ru~~m?~d~ in ~f2~' pa~~nJ!r.

.

tr:

~~~~l!.;~4s~~~est S=&~ ~~~tihs$I~~'c1:'O::.~~~te.

STATEMENT Of DUTlIS:

9

Rooms 80096Bc08

~E TO CAMPUS, 4 bedroom. ,

~~m~\~'o~~=~e~t~

higher educotion or .-.IaMd fields 01 journalism. cornmunicatIons,
broadcasting. and five y.ars of experience in university
seHing writing with emphasis on production. A general under·
standing of all phases of cool research are requested.

NICE TWO BEDROOM. air,
natl,ll'aI5~' $I~ monthly, %blocks
~':us~ws:.~~e mile
BOO95Bc05
10x$0 NATURAL GAS, 2 MILES

. a month each, heat and water
2

furmshed. no pets. 549-4808. (4:00
80099Bb09 : ROOMS GOING FAST • Two
; p.m. to 9:00 p.m.)
i blocks from campus. 549-2831.
DESOTO: 2 BEDROOM apart.
,
NI~\..~URAL 4 betI.room house, : Advance payment required.
ment. S225.OO month. 867·3080
furnisnea, 110 r.;ts. air. $125.00 :
82088<104
evenings 457-4188 Day Donna
month lease. 681·
0045Ba04
=t:l
0088Bb06
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT for
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
ror trailer 2 blocks from campus It
downtown Carbondale. Student •
town. Good condition. OWn room.
work·rent·credit ~nal. Par·
'105
month S ~ utilities. Call 529~~. S300 month. &::i~lt tially rumished, 457
80103Bb07
1985 after S:OO pm.
8327Be04

Roommates

lere::='"

r:~: :~~r: '::':'0 :~~=

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
newly remodeled, large kitchen,

i

~I::~~~~month_~o

:

~~~:J~:NI~mi5~0)anl~

.

furnished. SUIO. "165. month plus
utilities. A-C. in country. lease and
deposit. 457-7753, keep try~6Ba08
ONE AND TWO bedroom fur.
nished ar:rtments. close to
~,l month lease, 1193-4033,

0082Ba0Z4

Mt-Ut1

,.........

"'~""A""'"
: c.........
sui.... air <OnI8t1on1ng.
........ fOOII ..",Ice.

...... .....

.
'

v.

front

:

interested ,!all f:'mediately. 457·

! 2404.

8a329BI!05

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share

town. S90.W plus ''2 gasjJelectricit~,
~~ per month. Ca R::4~

531.!

I

THREE BEDROOM. THREE
M1LES from camJl!lS. all utilities

:::::'~~lC~~O:~~t~

Mobile Homes

needs two more, 457-4334'
0043Be023

2-3 BEDROOMS, S7H350. Close to

campus. S21H444.

f:~:. '::,~~8! trai::rr::u~::~

! a 2 bedroom mobile. 5 miles out of

"Iso 1 & 2 ..... . - Apb.

88235BdiO

. . . AllfUCAtIONS: ~ 15. 1.81
IALA.Y:commensuraN with experience &.ducotion
lR'iCnVI DAti Of IMPLOYMIN1':n. pa.HIon

~U~::oM~~'" e~

EXCEPrlONALLY ~-

DeIIt 1%X80 Z bedroom.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
inlier, 500 W. 0aII. RelIt • .00 a

..........

Is .... and will lie iii'" .. __ aftw the claling . . .

~~"'f:Uj~' caD S::.::.

'

=.====.:==..~.
IIIZI58dI
CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMMATE
needed: F1Irnisbed 1 bedr..a
.t:: =.m:'.;J
~~~

...

PERFECI' FOR A cagIIe.
bedroom, carr.;:::. lurDi
10lt50 mobile
at No. 17

~~~~

0038Be05
NON-8MOKING FEMALE TO
IIaare furnisbed. two bedr..a

IaIkII
YOU CAN WALK ~~froIII

ROOMMATE
NEEDED
IN
beautiful modem five bedroom
~.~J:.~.~~

'150.00 pel' 1DOIIda. 54f.1W1i3otBd5
~

~

."

Southam Inlnois University
Carbondale. a. 62901

~.~. Free ~

=.,.,two
~'air Condi~
mobile bome. Available DOW.
- .. _.

Na. A_ ADDBIS Michael M. Crow. Assistant
Di. . . .
Of
,...... .......... ~
NIIION to CONtACT:
Coat Researchc.m.r

....1IlCIftdI. ......

,

,

-

~

1. Coordinates activities of the Cool Research Center's
Technical Information Office. including. 0) display operations;
b) editorial services; c) Cool Research Center technical
library operation.
2. Develops brochures or programs for the Cool Research
Center events and special functions.
3. SupeMsas assigned personnal In the gathering. writing. or
distribution of information and/or performance of clerical
support duties.
4. Acts as liaison between campus news sources and n_s
media. such CI$ responding to inquiries from the news
media and the public concerning Cool Research Center's
activities. programs. or events; or arranging press can
ferences. m_tings. or speciallntervi_s.
5. Writes articles. news releases. or features for distribution
to or inclusion in Intra·university publicotions; rel.ases or
recommends which it.ms are aprapriote for release to the
various media.
6. Gathers information about university cool reHQrch act·
ivitlws. fWOIrams. or events (such as student enrollment.
aaxMmic programs. faculty or staff CJPt'Ointments. reHQrch
programs. tuition. budget. or outside events affecting
the Cool Research Center).
7. Performs related duties as asSigned.

..... N

FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED: non-smoker to live at

MOBILE HOME. 1011:50 two
bedroom A-C comer Part and
WarreD. PIIoae54!HMlalter6:ot.
Bl3l1Bd1

tv ... pi-. hoaIc-up.

only

MALE R()(.IMMATE NEEDED.

3,4.5 UDROOM
HOUSES
'orF.11

Research Project Specialist
(Technicallnfannation
Coordinator)

OUALIPICAnoNS: Moster's Degree or equivalent in

o.oBc05

1IIGIJtJI. MNlH7.

600 W. Freeman

r:

;r~ r:.rr.lts . 549-4808 (4:':Or~B:S

, ~ESOTO. MOBILE HOME. clean.
l aIr. gas heat. couples only. no pets
! :w.~ro~::~.d SSG :aT3~

at Park Towne. near Carbondale
Clinic. $325 a month, available
OOW. 549-1653.
8305Ba05

CrossOver
the Bridge
for
Fall Housing at

FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED-Two bedroom fur·
plus utilities. Call Jan

CARBONDALE. PERFECT FOR

•

ROOMMATE

~tTIff~~all~9-3i97.mont~~~

~~~edn~~.~~o~~~n~7el:~~·

· MOBILE HOME
12X50. 2
bedrooms. clean air. free bus to
~flnU:: Available N083..!a~!

LARGE

,~;;mt~:~~~:~~%~~B~'

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR apl.. :DEPENDABLE
nice ~ace. Close to campus on

::~rrict"c~ff,,:3~:~i~~ ~~J~s.

0014Be05

8323Bc04

457-4422

MURPHYSBORO.

0072Be08

~~~n~r.f~~~~~~~nJ~I~!1i

FE!'.IALE ROOMMATE SEEDED

· 2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent
near Crab Orchard. furnished. A.C
$l!10 monthly. pets ok. 457-7W7.

.....24,. or 457.""1

Far Fall Cancellatlans

~~~~ok!~°"S90 ca~J'n~h' pr~e{~~

457-7815 pr 549-5888.

S2'·UOl

'''5. Rawlings

FE~IALE ROO!'.!~IATE :-O-EEDED
for furnished mobile home three

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
nonsmoking. to share trailer five

.DAMI. .

Royal Rentals

8342Be07

QUIET FEMALE TO share three

008IBe05

::I:1ses,;r~llM:S~ITU:ai~~'i: i~~?~~

Now lentlng For
Summer & Fall
HwySl South
and
1000 East Parle

828iBa05

51_ping Rooms

:~~m8:' ~:~~le~~r>ym~~~iS~~S

fr-::~P.r~o =!o~tl~~~ier~uiI9~n

457-0519.

~~~~~u~~t~~c~a~~~f3.li~~:::

I1346Be04

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share nice. clean house close to

MATURE FEMALF >;RADl'ATE utihttes. 4577019 after 5 pm
Student preferred fc r 2 bedroom
0020Be05
how;e in Murphysboro. Call Joan at
68i·1002 or 549-7521.
rJ086Be08 ROOM:l.IATE WA:>;TED. ~fALE. 2
bedroom !'.Iobile Home. 457·86.'15
ROOMMATECLOSE
TO
0019Be05

miles west of CarbOndale Ramada
Inn on old RI. 13 west, call 68-H14:;.
88266Ba06

1 and 2 BEDROOMS IN Car-

INEEDED: 3rd FEMALE FOR big
:3-bedroom house near Denny·s.
:SIOO-mo. Must see. 549-7259.

B7880Bc04

3002

~;.':to~!1. t:~e:iut:I~' n!~ts~r~.;~

SOUND CORE . COMPLETE 12
channel P.A. Graphics. monitors.
100 ft. snake. sound man. four
ypars experience. Call 687-4758.
8282An02O

ROOMMATE
NEEDED.
ITRAILER cheap rent. Male or
[female. Call 549-0810.
OOOIBe06

'549-0097 .

r:~~~ ~~~~a~as~~~s61~w o~3. :l~

CARBONDALE HOrsING. VERY
r. ... e. one bedroom furnished
apa' tmen!, large two bedroom
fur,lished apartment duplex for

Musical

I NEED A place't Easy·going 22
year old male needs houSine for

SINGLES . ONE BEDROO!'.I.
Summer - SI25. Fall- SI5:;. Includes

OffIce. '11·5. Graham
457·4012

WOl.LE~SAK

2

~it. No pets. 453-5125~B':5

11-12-1 ..

WI....
N.Mwy.',

Marshall. Reed. Hyde Pork.
Clark or Monticello. Close
to campus-utilities included
Trash Pick-up. Free Permit
Parking. Coble TV available
Many have been completev
refurnished. and will be ready
for occupancy on or before
Aug. 21st. Apply in person.

LARGE

:~~:Wertrii:e~~'o~ou~enSt~i':s

NOWIINTING

Now Accept'",
Fall Contracts

61"531-5521
I~

SOUTHHN a.UNOIS UNIVEIlSRY-CAUONDALE IS AN EQUAL
__________________________________________
CPI'OmJNITYI AFAIMAflVE ACnON EMPLOYllt

~

Pregnancy Assistance
Center

RN'I
Intensive Care Unit

Pregnant-Nee" Help 7

Full & Part Time Positions

Call 5H.2441
24 Hr. Service

AVAILAlLllMMIDIAlILl'
I.C.U. Experience Is preferred
Excellent Starting Salary
& Fringe Benefit Package.

BECOME

Dirty Don 5 School oI'Bartendin!l.
549-3036.
B8204E f8

K.-\RINS . ALTERATIONS AND
sewing. 224''1 S. Illinois. above

~!f.~aJ:ur:l;:n~Od~~~ ~\f~:

GNOSTIC CHURCH TEACHINGS.
The path to mastering life and the
universes. Write Gnostic Church of
life. Pomona. IL 62975
83 I2E06

A Iterations
Sewing
De.lgnlng
Call Evelyn
549.7443

HELP W:\~TED: WAITERS &.
bartenders for special catering
project. A{lP~ in person after 5:00
~:' Tom s lace. DesotoBM-io~~5

Pickup & Delivery
Available

IF YOU CA~ and like to talk on the
~~~~:bl:'to~~ c~r<l5~?f27~O do so.

PREGNANT?
call BIRTHRIGHT

oomCoo

Free pregnancy testing
& confidential assistance.
549-2794
Mon Thru Fri Noon to 4
TYPING! NO-FRILLS QUALITY

PART·TIME
BUS Drivers.
\'ariable hours. C license required.
S.I. Bowl. 529-3i55 before ~coo
RA~CH

8330E022

529-1081.

WORK WITH FRIEl'IiDS. Sell.~von
where vou lin'. where vou work.
Call Joan :\Iarquard at 5-i~22.
B8276C20

HORSE

BAJn·E:"WER."

~1.'Cs:~~~~~t ~~':'Ie::si~~frlst~!

Apply In Person Or
Send Resume To ....
Personnel Dept.
Memorial Hospital
~·W. Main C'dalelll.
(618)549·0721
Equal Opportunity Employer

.

A

NEAR Car-

~~~~~ ~~ai~e\';rsc~nr~o f~~

farm ammfts ID exchan~e for
~~ and board-salary. C~

~fc~' O.75C~~·.~~~0: G~~7\~~~:
Delivery. other services. 549-8925.
It117E07

ALL POSITIO:-JS AVAILABLE.
~e:rnei'~~~~~12a~~1~li~~~. p.m.
0018CI3
TALL. GLA:\lOl'ROUS. WELL
Proportioned ladies aged 18 to 21 to
train as ..gart-time bartenders. Call

RAINBOW'S
CHILDREN
I..-Iy . . . .tIon Cent.-

~rb:~ ":p~itJ~:~~~~n 2 an~c~
DELIVERY PERSON. MUST be
neat in ap~arance. Have own car

i

Individualized Academics
Program
C:-eative Arts

~:ctw~~iKI~~:::'':isat~~~:,~~~~nro :
work days. Apply in person after 1 '

G~~;.f~ g~m~p'l~ A~!it~7~g:,·

Only 15 Full Time
MOVE l:\fOBILIZATION OF
Openings.
VOLUNTEER EFFORT) is
recruiting enthusiastic students as
Steering Committee members.
Proposed Opening 812.
These volunteers help to ad·
minister MOVE and its activities
in Community Outrearh. Special
WANTED
Projects. and International MUSICIANS
ENTERTAINERS
~~~Y~~~~G FJi'tov1:. l\iii~ OF all ki~~ to I norm· Frida •
IT WORK!! If interested. call 453- S!1.!urd~y mghts. ~11 Mary Bet~.
5il4 or stop in the Office of Student ! 45.-8163 between 1-4, M·F or l~ave_
Development. 3rd n. Student I name and phone.
B0051F05
Center.
B0052CI0 I
TUTORS WANTED ... ALL subNOW
ACCEPTING
Ap. i
PLICATIONS from ~rsons in- ; ~~rT:t~~::s c?~~r:C?~h: AWrc~"o,
Affairs. Woody Hall.
l~~~e~ t~~~ncfe~~~~ fY~I~ea~~, : Veterans
Room 8·358. No phone callSJJ:~~'

549·3074

CASH

Saturday. August 29. 1981
8:00 a.m.·5:00 p.m.

PaVing 22~ lb.
For Aluminum Cans

Come to Room 211

plants. clothes. Rain or shine.

0009K(lS

Wheeler Hall By August 29th
to pre· register for this test.
There will be no fee required.
No one will be admltted on
August 29 without the blue
admission farm .

Fri. & Sat., 9AM-4PM
s..rioulO On Ht'('y"'in~
A.Aluminum
• _ Beverage
C.Can
Recycling Center

Sponsored by

MEDPREP

201·W. Kennicott Cdale. III.

School or Medicine
SIU-C

LOST

AUCTI

$100 REWARD: LOST dog. femall',
" Ihaso aIlSo. " looks like
minature. Benji. about Aug. 10th
C~~~~~~ISr:;:~~.ig~~ wchdlt;:::eif:
swers to Gwen. friendlv. Call
collect (312) 969-0734.
• 8265G10
LOST: BLACK COVERED checkbook.with plain blue checks on 8-24.

~~~lgl~o~I:::! ~~~r 4~~~1: t:k

for Craig.

MOVING SALE FRIDAY and

~~~~ad:l~f~~ne2flo~'et'F~:~if~ie~

0091 GOO

ENTERTAINMENT
NEED EXPERIENCED
:\frSICIANS to back up lead
female Singer. Stop by Wuxtry
Records for details.
8302105

NS

& SALES

RIDERS WANTED
DAILY Bl'S SERVICE from
Carbondale to Chicago. 52640:
Indiana~oIiS.
I~,
S33.45:

ml~fi~ie ~v~~'s:lll~e05:IJt'shoYAS
Contact agent at 45i·81il. ()()5.1Pli

!

YARD
Sunda1"

SALE SATURDAY618 ~. Almond Car.

~~~~. h·~.i~~1~~~~~d ~~~.

RIDE "THE STCDEi\'T Transit'"
to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs
every weekend. Departs 2:00
FridiiJ;s. Returns Sundavs. 539i5

f.!~r..nzatrW~~~~·tS~I~ 1flIIY5~

1862. Tickets also on sale for Labor
SI SU:'IiDAY FLEA market _e\'ery I 3 Day Weekend.
0039PIO
Sunday till ~ovember for all your i I-~----·-·- ~.-.~~: ~r~.,~;N~.south of the ~~~~!,
DAIL Y EGYPTIAN
!

-I

YARD SALE. SAT-CRDAY, August :.1
29 at 9:30. a.m .. 609 E. Smder St., :
Carbondale.
OJ02KOS '.

CLASSIFIEDS
536-3311

PUBLIC NOTICE
WIRECTORY INFORMATION
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT CARBONDALE
Under the University policy an the Release of Student Information and Public Law
93380 as amended, the University may make accessible to any person external to
the University "directory information" concerning a student. unless that student notifies
the CHice of Admissions and Records that he or she objects to the release of such
information. Directory information is considered to be public in nature and will be
released at any time upon request without prior appraval from the student. Notice
is therefore given that directory ir:farmation listed below in respect to each student
enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale will be available to any person
unless the student files in writing with the CHice of Admissions and Records a
request to restrict release of student directory information to external sources.

I

r~~W~elJf~d~~t ~~f::!o(~I~

or BI39). Questions: call Lois i
Naegele; 453·5;38.
0059C05 :
RECEPTIONIST-TYPIST· MUST

Prepare For:

i

~~~:'IJldo;: t~ying s.!rt~~bo~~~ :
S.I.U. MEDICAL
ys:ra!i~a' ~~':re~~o!~:~rno~: I ADVANCI STANDING
Monday through Friday. Contact !
PLACEMENT EXAM
Dee McCartv=Broadcasting Ser·
vice or call

4~-4343.

800'15C06

PROMOTION DIRECTOR for '
WIDB RADIO. Must be student.
Contact Lisa Dartt 536-2361.
0077C06

SERVICES
OFFERED

TYPING: EXPERE:-lCED: FAST.
reliable and accurate. $0.75 or
~~ per page. Please ~~~~
THE CARBONDALE WOMENS'S

~Center

TO BE OFFERED

IN CARBONDALE
THIS FALL
Volum inous home study notes on all
areas 01 basic scIence
Teaching tests accompanied by com·
prehenSlve teaching tapes to be used at
any 01 our tape centers
Materials constantly updated.
Over 40 years 01
experience and

ii~~~e~:!~s:h!~-H
preparation.
IIUIIPIA'N
IDue.flOUl

orrers

conFidential
and Coun·
Choice orga=~r:i

pregnan~Testing

~~il

Student name.
Student local address and telephone number.
Student home address and telephone number.
Date·of·birth.
Current term hours carried.
Classification (freshman, sophomore. etc.).
Academic unit.
Major.
Oates of aHendance.
Degrees and honors earned and dates.
The most previous educational agency or institution aHended prior to enrollment
at Southern Illinois University.
Participation in officially recognized activity or sport and weight. height and pictures
of members of athletiC teams.
Picture.

Any student enrolled for the Fall Semester who does not wi~h to have released
any or all of the above listed items of information should contact, in person. the
Office of Admissions and Records. Wondv Hall bv Thursdav. Seot. 3. 1981. Students
who elect to restrict release of student information must sign a statement to that
effect. The restriction on the release of student information will be valid until
September 1. 1982. and must be renewed annually each Fall Semester.
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INTERESTED STUDENTS

NEED A PAPER TYPED? IBM
Selectric. Fast and accurat p •
reasonable rates. 549-2258. 8099E14

Students who wish to verify or correct the existing student directory information
must 0'50 contact i,n person, the Office of AdmiSSions and Records, Woody Hall.

CALL

54'·711t
FOR INFORMATION

THESES. DISSERTATIONS.
RESUMES. Call the Problem

~l:r:. ~~~~ Printin'8:~t·
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The University has designated as directo.-y information Ihe follOWing student information:

1981

Paid by the Office of Admissions & Records
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, Amtrak annOllnces route cutback
WASHI:\iGT()N

'AP)

Amtrak. threatened earlier this
year by President Rl'agan's
hudget cuts. announced Wednesdav a route network that
eliminates some urlproritabll'
trains but keeps most of the
svstem intact.
. Amtrak President Alan S.
Boyd said 90 percent of service
now provided will continul'
after September. when the 1982
fiscal year begins.
A number of trains that haVl'
failed to attract l'nough
passengers
to
meet
congressional requirements
will be eliminated. however.
and trips along the successful
;\iortheast Corridor as well as
between
Chicago
and
Milwaukee will be curtailed.
Boyd said the new routes and
other cost-eutting errorts will
:"Illow the system to operate
within the $735 million subsidy
provided by Congress for the
next fiscal year. Amtrak
originally had asked for $960
million and said it could run the
fuD system on $842 million.
The Amtrak trains that will
stop running Oct. 1 are:
-The "Shenandoah". which
runs from Washington to
Cincinnati.
-The "North Star." an
overnlgnt tram running between Chicago and S1. Paul.
Minn. Amtrak will introduce
daily service on the "Empire
Builder" to replace the "North
Star,"
-The
"Pacific
International." running between
Seattle and Vancouver. B.C.
In addition, Amtrak announced that two statesupported trains. run by Amtrak-the commuter line
"Beacon Hill." between New
Haven. Conn .• and Boston. and
the "Black Hawk" between
Chicago and Dubuque. Iowa will bediscontinued because the
states did not want to pick up
the costs.
The reduction in trip
frequencies center along the
Northeast Corridor between
Boston a nd Washington but also
affected a number of other
trains around the country.

The Amtrak :l.Ietroliners WIll
be reduced from 't:i to 24 a dav
betwel'n Washington and Ne-.A·
York and from HI to nine ada,'
betwl'en Boston and New York.
Boyd said the change wiU save
Amtrak $1:1.4 million.

the budget cuts. said Wednl'Sdav that cost:; had been cut
b,· a vatiety of means in addition to roote changl'S, saving
SII7 million.
Previous cost-cutting
programs announced b,· Am·
trak included a 25 vereent
reduction of headquarters staff
and ehan~es in food services.

Boyd. who predicted earlier
that service would have to be
cut by 15 percent to cope \\ith

Clarification
In a story on day care services
offered on campus that appeared in the Daily Egyptian
Monday, August 25. one item
was inadvertently left out. The
Rainbow's End Preschool offers day care for the children of
students. faculty or staff. The
preschool. operated under
SlU's Office of Student
Development. is located at 925
Giant City Road

All Summer
Merchandise
At

TONIGHT

Least

50%

Of!F

100'. OF:
8 Tops

• Slacks

•• Iou...
• Short.
.Swlm.ult.

eJeans
• Dr. . . .

I

e Accessorl ••

Preview Exciting Fall
Fashlonsl

NO COVER

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COLLEGL
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGS. WORKED OM A DAM, PAVED A ROAD,
AND BUILT twO CHOPPER PADS.
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For further information
about ARMY ROTC, visit the
Dept. of Armv Military Science
in Bldg. T·40, located between
Faner Hall & Morris Library
or call us at 453.5786

..... J.m E..n............... II\'3dmI<.fiUtna::,fQ'·lntz,"1I)CMt'Wllfk.m.t!iot.1Otv
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ARMY ROTC.
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600 AM in the Dorms
WIDB can be tuned on 600
I AM on carppus. Carrier current
I uses the buildings electrical
I wiring as an antenna

I

II
II
I
I
I

104 FM

=
=;;

STEREO CABLE FM
=. =.
--=~ Service is available for a small
=::r
fee: Call C' ~ale Cablevision
- - - . . . for informatIon
104 CABLE FM/600 AM

= = =:r:

CARBONDALE'S ROCK 'N'SOUl
W.I.D.B., PROGRAMMING EXCLUSIVELY TO S.I.u. STUDENTS 24 HOURS A DAY

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Earth News
M-F 11:30, 3:30
PLAZAPLAITER
M-W-F 4-S

Fresh Trax
9:00pm
LiveatT.J.McAy's
9:3Opm-l:3C am

BBC Rock Hour
S·9:00pm

Back Trax
(Classical Album)
9:00pm

Live at Gatsbys
9:00pm-1:30am

(Courtesy of PIua RecOlds)

I
En & Sat
I
Saturday
Co-Sponsorship of SPC Late Movies
Sunday_
Shotting the
7-9 am Gospel Program
I
I ______________________________________________
Breeze
4-10 pm Jazz Messege
L
I
10 Times Daily
Listener Line 536-6661
10 pm Kin~~~S:=iut Aower

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
II
I
I
I

I _
'
I
I
I
I

J
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BEANS from Page 1
The engine started readilv at
room temperature aF1(\ at its' full
operating temperatu.-e range of
11111·1911 degrees Fahrenheit
when anv combination of the
fuel and oil was used. including
pure degummed soybean oil.
\\-olff said.
The tractor also performed
\'ery similarly across the board
in terms of horse power. Wolff
said.
An analysis of some of the
physical properties of Ihe
mixtures was made al the start
of the study in September 19110.
he said.

[I

<.~

preciable difterence was
discovered in thl' tests.
The pril'e of Ihe fuel mixture
is nol ,'et l'conomicallv com·
petiti\·c. Wolff said. Soybean oil
ranges from SI8I. to S2 a gallon
and diesel fuel is about S I. III per
gaUon. he said.
However. the mixlure could
become more econom.cal in the
future or dUring emergency oil
shortages. ~\'Olll said. The
marketing aspects of soybean
oil is still being rest·arched. he
"_lid.

r\as Lega I

\:

~Ol::')

,

Soybean oil is slightly more
dense than diesel fuel and the
amount of energy yielded from
a sample when burned is about
115 percent of that of diesel fuel.
JeHerson said.
The biggest difference is
behn'en the \'iscosilv or "how
readilv the stuH flows." Jef·
fersonsaid. Soybean oil is about
III timt'~ a~ \'is('ous as diI'Sf"
fuel. he said.
Jeffersoro said he expected
these differences to cause a
decreasc in the efficiency of the
l'ngine as ml)re soybean oil was
added. :ktually littlE' ap·

The agreement. approved by
L' .S. District Judge Man-in E.
:\SPfn. ends a sc\'en-year-old
lawsuit filed against the airlinE'
by Ihe Association of Flight

I

on mt'dil'al Il'in-l' Wit hnut
interruptlfll1 in seniority.

WE WANT YOU TO GET TO KNOW US;THE SERVICES WE
OFFER. OUR BROAD SELECTION OF GOODS. OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT POLICY. AND OUR COMPETITIVE PRICES.

Divorce.
Bankruptcies.
and other
Civil Matters.

'I ATTORSEYS

L'nder that policy. attendant.rna\' choose to continul' wllrkHl~
lor lip 10 2. wl'eks bt'fon' glllll~

THE FOLKS AT DICOR PHOTO. "SOUTHERN ILLINOIS'MOST
COMPLETE CAMERA STORES" WANT TO MEET YOU BEFORE
THE SEMESTER STARTS SLIPPING PAST.
--

Criminal Defense.

Jacquelin", Abel.
James Roberts. and
Martha Easter-Wells

nesda~·.

Att('ndanl-;
In J.lfluarv I!I'!I. l'0I1l'.!
changl-d its pi.licy lin pn'gn;lnl
attendants to one .J1nHlst lIlt'
saml' as spt'lled flul In the
consent dl'Crl·e. acclIrchng ttt
;\lJchael B. I-:rp. attorm'Y tor tIlt'
.1 ttenciant<;

Quickl Come Meet Usl

but t!lere is an altE'rnativp
to the hillh cost of lell..1
representation.

~e

-«;

CIII(':\(iO ':\P t - l'nitl'd
Airlines flight attendants who
bt'comt· pregnant will be
aUowed to continue working up
10 2. weeks under a consent
deaee signed in federal court.
court records showed Wed·

Com. M ••, Ust

Canon

SURE SHOT

• .. Gi. n
____

~1M1IIIIDI

BRING IN YOUR STUDENT LD.
AND RECEIVE OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD ENTITLING
YOU TO A 10% DISCOUNT
ON FILM. BA TTERfES. PAPER.
CHEMISTRY. AND MOUNTING
SUPPLIES .

......... ;"1-'
. : . .•.•••. r.".;.!I,"
, ....... II·· "."

•

•

' . ' .'~

• h h'

... : . '

..\bel. Roberts, and Easter-Wells
215 W.

~Iain

Carbondalf>. III.
529-:n·12

W~.'

... ~. r'a::·r .t! r,"!.".
.in '! .:l~\: ••!

I.:

.",~.

tt:€'"

f'f: .\t)~)u:

,~~' ~r,!·

T

11
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Veritas ... Vitae ...

:d<l'E"a .... ,'". ,ji .. n·:~'.~t, ~'; •.
!!':-ar.~),·

V\J! a
•

VINO!
From Italy, by Banfi:

,

Valpolicella •
Bardolino
Soave

J

~

,b

·.'e!

,i~)rr"· -:drrer~ a~dt'

;t:AIi.l~"af'It!€"t·l"'j~f·("".jISU·i.

aoertur~ p"lont~

wIth rranudl

cllJtOfT':)t;
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199
750ml

nE<!dle· sharI' 3:'",,,, F3 :. i~~,
• Botn leat,1ff> teatr-{" toue"
snurtef relea!le tor WI'IE-· !rN"

0h0t0$
• Both pl'fJV,de autlJfT'atr( fta~r.
ellloosur~\Nltntr'!~A

11f 1asr,

SALE
OLYMPUS

XA •••• reg.

WJ99••••

$129

OLYMPUS

XA2 •••• r.g

A-11 flASH

'S1!
7.49

All from the Wine Store:

CANON AE-I

Canon

$89

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR
CANON WITH THESE IMPORTANT ACCESSORIES

reg.:W.99

$24

POWER WINDER. •••
I55A flASH .•••••. SA'I
188A FLASH .••••.. SALI
199A FLASH .•.•.•. ~A"

SALE.

SALI184

lOs.... 12.5......

$249*
$139*

135- 12.8 .............. $199"

200.....

fU.

$259*

MODel K EXT. TUBES. $39*

. $154

135 '3.5 .... " ....... S 84
135 '2.B ............. S 99-

Monocular Convert.,.
S 29·
Ext Tube Set II ....... .
Power Grip Set ....... S 79·
Winder 0 or G ........ 5 84
132x flASH ........... S ~
320x FLASH ........... S 99

!~~~Cr:~~.E..... $209
XG-McHROME
wif2.0 LENS ...•..

$249

XD-11cHllOME

$

w f2.0 LENS. ..•.

369

~~

54
74

99

CANON LENS SALE
24... 12.1................ $159

28m...
135.- 135

$238

109.99•••••

OLYMPUS

24 f2.8......

28 f2.8 .............. $119
3512.9 ............... $ 84
85 f1.7 .............. 5129
200 f4.0 .........•... $1 1950 '3.5 MACRO•..... 5159100 f4.0 MACRO •.... 527975-200 200M ......... 5249·

ove'·'1~

tully

NIKKOR LENS

to

$138'

IS
pmll'am"' ..~
With fOCus·'ret? Sp.ttlr~ afl~

• XA2

750 ml):

5.19

.,•• ~

w~t" !r.t€":1dl t«>:l.~;n~

A selection of six Estate Bottled
(Erzeugerabfullung) wines by some
of the great producers is on special
display at discount prices (all

1

~, ..'" ~a,~,,:r'~

35n·!T".:' B6·I?le,.,'er.t',·r t ,

From Germany:

l

l\('"o€'r

12.8............... $114

35m... 12.8.. . .. ... " " ' " $84
100-. 14.0 MACRO •. $249*
135m... I2.B ..
$139
135.- 13.5 ...
.$104
200..... 14.0. .
. . $ 164

N

it ~i!

l~

~i

Hwy f3(WttstMoin.' W

s

xU

"EXTRA SPECIAL SALE PRICES
lIMITED TO STOCK·QN.HAND
EXT. TUBE SET M .•... $39*
All SAlE PRICES END _ , .... '
ALTON. BElLEVILLE.
GRANITE CITY. COLLINSVILLE
AND CARBONDALE···SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MOST COMPLETE CAMERA STORES

PHOTO

all~

mSa

Hangar 9 plans memorial benefit
Hangar 9 will sponsor a
memorial benefit Sunday. Aug.
:lII. for Herbert Krauss. an SIl:.
l' student and Carbondale
musician who was killed Julv :11
in a one-car accident on fo:ast
Grand Avenue in Carbondale.
All door proceeds will go
towards a music schoJ;lrship to

sn'·c in Krauss' name.
Krauss was a junior in
finance and a saxophone player
wilhtheGus Pappelis Band. He
formerly played with the Dr.
Born bay Band.

Riff Raff. Katie and the
Smokers. Gus Pappelis Band

-~ctivities-Thursday. Aug ::.
Southern Illinois College Sailing
Club meeting. 9 p.m .. Lawson 2:!l
nlinois Painters III EXhihit. III a m
to -I p.m .. Faner :'\:orth Gallery.
and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m .. Mitchell
Gallery.
Center for Basic Skills orientation.
6:30 10 9:30 p.m .. Ballroom D.
Student Center: and 6:30 to 9:30
p.m.. Gallery Lounge. Student
Center.
SPC Video. 7 p.m. to II p.m .• Video
LOUJ1l!e. Student Center.
SPC film. "Taxi Driver." 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.. AuditOrium. Student
Center.
WIDB orientation. 6 p.m. 108 p.m ..
Ballroom C. Student Center.
MOVE meeting. 3 p.m. to 4 p.m ..
Mississippi Room. Sludent Center.
American Marketing Association
meeting. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m .. Ohio
Room. Student Center.
Faculty-Staff Bowling League
meeting. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m .•
Missouri Room. Student Center.
Advisory Committee meeting. 12
noon to 1 p.m .• Mackinaw Room,
Student Center.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
meeting. 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.,
"1ackinaw Room, Student Center.
F<>eiety of American Foresters
meeting. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., Saline
Room, Studen! Center.
Police operations meeting, 9:30 to
11 :30 a.m., Iroquois Room,
Student Center.
The Poetry Factory meeting, 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m., Activity Room B.
Student Center.
SOCiety of American Foresters
meeting. 1 p.m., Saline Room.
Student Center.

and Skid Citv Blues Band will
be donating their talents for the
benefit. In addition. special
guests will participate in a jam
session. Hangar's doors will
open at 6 p.m Sunday and

:rO~~~i:~i~·Sr~a~~!ri:;; 'a;t~;

door.

Now Open

'Janj Wo,.ld 0/ Beaul,!
C-reotl'Je Unf~e)( Ho,'s'yt,ng

FREE HaIr Treatment
e Hair Shaping

w;lh Chemicol Relaxer

eCoid Wave

Col ~ SadlP or Joni{&

Ape" or Wal .... in

203 E Ma,n Cdal ..

5'''0613

Hour'S 8·6 M·So'f

eennl"g Squor'"'"

Idwood Stabl••
Horsebackrldlng & Trail Renting
Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sunday 12p.m.-5p.m.
Stable located 4 1/2 miles south of
Carbondale off of Old Hwy. 51

RIVERVIEW GARDENS
RECREATIONAL CENTER
••••••••

wi

,.

II I.,.,

II

• miniature golf
• batting cages

,",

IN

• driving range
• paddle boats

• lighted tennis courts

r-------------------------.I

I (X)WON WOInH ~ .TENNIS COURl'S

II

reg. priceS2 per court (doy)
I
$4 per court (nile)
I
Offer expires September31. 1981
I _________________________
L
.I
I
one coupon per visit

I

Open dally noon-l0 p.m.
Sun 1·10 p.m.
~.

g)on'6$~
~OO [P.

13 1/4 ....11e last of Junct. 127 Murphyllloro

.87-3033

dltind4

ce~

~57-522"

Mon-Sat

Sun

10-8

12-5

PLAZA ·IS THE PLACE
for the.e fine Warner.Brothers and
Elektra relea.e. on Record. and Tape.

Hank Williams. Jr.

Little Feat

Stevie Nicks

We Special Order

II
Pretenders "
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Parkin#{ tickets beinR issued
with parking rules and
regulations. register their cars.
know where parking lots are
located and call the Parking
Division if they have any
questions."
Hogan said that visi tors to
SIU-C can go to the Parking
Division. in Washington Square.
and get a guest penn it at Ilf'
ch;lr!:'p

Ry Douglas lIamm
SlaR \\'filer

If you haven't bought a 198182 parking decal. there is a

strong possibility that you will
be ticketed for parking oncampus because the Parking
Division began ticketing
ilIegaUy parked cars this week.
according to i\terilyn Hogan.
campus parking manager.
Hogan said cars with 1984).81
decab; can park on campus this
week because those decals are
good until Aug. 30. but beginning Sept. 1. they will be
ticketed.
She added that
parking decals are required fer
dliving a car on campus.
All campus parking lots are
designated by decal colors.
Yellow decals cost $2. red
decab; $10 and blue decals (fer
faculty and staff) $30.
Hogan said a SID fine is
assessed for each ticket and aU
unpaid accounts are sent to the
Bursar's Office. which bills fmthetickets. She said that after a
person has three or more unpaid tickets. the name is placed
on a "tow list." A person whose
caris towed away must pay the
towing charge to retrieve the
car.
Hogan said the driveway in
front of the Student Center and
the west side of University
Avenue at Woodv Hall are both
no-parking zories and cars
parked there will be towed.
Hogan offered some advice on
keeping from being ticketed
and towed:
"Drivers should be familiar

Backgammon play
expanding to

~

GlftShop

~

Pastors: Donald G. Carlton
William Gorrell Pyatt

816 S. Illinois
"57-8165
across from Me Donalds
Worship: 11:00 am
9:00 pm - 12:00 am
Eoz-N Coffeehouse - Fri & Sat.
Steve Loboa. Campus Ministries

1ItS1 ........ ~

Opporrunlly"" F./I~hip. study. Small Group bperiences & Won"'"

••OilT •••LATIO.
AT
COYO••'S

I

r"'~~""". ~~

112 Soulh Illinoi' in {",,.,bond... k54..0718

Every Thursday
All The Spaghetti You Can Eat

...turlfta
Thin styI. pizza. Deep Pan Pizzo. &
Covon.'s Stuffed Pizza

• with meat sauce
• hot bread and butter
• free small soda

Along with OUr
Home....... "nflwlm.. _ .... new
G ....tr. .tl.....m ..u .... .
•
•
•
•

••• DILlY.

Italian aeef
Sausage
meatball
combination

C._I••

.TILL NLY I •
(In town)

CD

All/or
only

.aaQaeef
• Submarines
.Corna. .f
.Hotdogs

,

I.

$ 1 e 99

Hours
4pm-lOpm

R"••,

Monday-Thursday-4pm-2am
Friday & Saturday-4pm-2:30am
Sunday-4pm-12 midnight

First
National
Bank and Trust Company
Carbondale, Illinois

(457.33.1)

Member FDIC

•• GREAT IXCIIANGI··

Attfnt Stained Glass

To Th. SIU Stud;;;tenter Thl. F.II
~.

r:-------l

115%
off 11
I
any purchase

L~'.!!'~~.£~"-J

-

Great Exchange
offers
convenient
automated
teller service
...easy to use
... and available

located inside

Book World 823 S. III.

~..

I
.'

'~~~l~
~t I
........ ~
\.--

"

!
llaily Egyplian ..-\ugu.~1

IlfJ

I

.'.../'

-no

I

.

'"

1

~ .. ~f-~~~~
Whenever
r '., /'.
locafed utross
you need it.
, r.
from check cashing

549-4521

I'.I~'· :!I;.

Pastar: J. Michael Smith
W_ley Stuclent Center

Girls Foxtail Jeans-Natural Color....•...••. $11.99
Hardback Books...••.•. ___ •...•... so. and $2.00
S.rta Twin Mattress ...................... $69.95
Serta Full Mattress••.•........... _..•.... $79.95
Serto Queen Mattress. _................... $99.95

C51ass

r

Church School 9:30

College age group meets on Sunday
evenings for Food. Fun & Fellowship

I

-

Grace Church
Marion & Hester St. (N. of Student Rae. Cntr.)

Worship 10:50

This guarantees participants at
least four games per night. he
said.
A fee of S20 per team will be
charged so that t:(lphies can be
awarded to the !e~gue champion at the end oi the season:
The league is also seeking team
sponsors.
A tournament is lentath'elv
scheduled for Sept. 12 and
details will be announced later.
Potential sponsors or players
can contact Gevas at 5-t9-5555.

r

First Church
214 W. Main 457-2416/457-2001
Worship Schedule

549·3890

:De~~~'bo~~! G~!~s ~t.

custom windows
supplies
classes

-Carbondale-

Fall (beginning Aug. 30) Church School 9:30
Worship 8:15 & 10:45

N Foner Hall M·F J0.4

HUNTER BOYS

TheSIU-C Backgammon Uub
is going to form a league this
fal for the first time.
The league. scheduled to
begin Sept. 15. will consist of
- four teams to a division and
four players to a team. It will
take approximately six weeks
for all the teams to play each
other. according to club
President Jimmy Gevas.
Two nine-point matches will
be played per night and it will
take two weeks to finish playing

•

(f

~If\AOA

'THE

4--team league

-

un.te.. Method'.t Mlnl.trl.~.

As Usual
We have
~ the Unusual ...

~

19RI

.

on second floor of
SIU Student Center

*
*
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ANNOUNCING
The Winners of the Name
the A.T.M Cont..t.
FIRST PIIZI-

.1.....

SAYINGS IIOND

Valerie Henderson

SECOND P.~ZE. '75.10 SAYINGS BOND
Howard Reisner

THIRD PRiZE.".... SAVINGS BOND
Janet Gordon

Ii

From the

Press Box
Rod Furlow

Valley football race
may be rerun of '80
By Rod Furlow
Staff Writer

Staff photo by JobD T. Merkle
,\If1'ed Coleman frHhman eomputer sdeKe
major. snares a pass during the SIU-C footbaD

Coleman made die team al &he running back
position.

tryout held at MeAndftw Stadium Tuesday,

Detnpsey keeps 24 walk-ons ,•
kicker puts on im.pressive show
Rod Furlow
Stair Writer

Twenty-four athletes at·
tended Tuesday night's Saluki
football tryout and Coach Rey
Dempsey invited them all to
stay around.
Tbe wa"-ons will learn team
plays. practice with the team.
go through the winter conditioning program, and report
for spring practice if they stay
with the team. Dempsey said.
"We'U let them cut themselves. we won't cut them."
Dempsey said. "We got our full
scholarships cut to seven. and
we have to do everything we
can to make up for that. Taking
a close look at walk-ons is one
way we can compensate."

The walk-on who impressed
Dempsey the most was
placekicker and punter Bruce
Monahan of Granite City.
"He did real weD. We knew
about him before, but that was
before he dropped 65 pounds,"
Dempsey said. "Now be looks

n~ ;af~3 fr:J!~~

Chicago also
impressed
Dempsey. Alfred Coleman ran
the4o-yard dash in 4.65 seconds,
and Troy Anderson ran it in 4.7.
Both want to play defensive
back.
"You have these tryouts. and
you're lucky if you get one (]I'
two guys who run it under five
seconds." DE'mpsey said. "We
hada lot of times from 4.9 to 5.1.
If those guys hang around and

go through winter conditioning,
they could improve on those
times."
Dempsey said the walk-ons
would have a chance to beat out
sorneof the 80 to 85 players who
dress for home games by outplaying them in practice.
"The bottom guys dressing
will know they have to scrap to
keep the spots." Dempsey said.
With the seasoo opening Sept.
3. Dempsey said the starting
lineup for the t£am should be
set after the team's scrimmage
at 8 p.m. Friday at Bleyer
Field.
"We should know by Sunday.
The tightest spot right now is
for wide receiver, with three
guys going for two spots."

Women athletes benefit from board
Keeping womens' sports a
cohesive unit. voting on committees in the women's
a thletics department. and
promoting the athletes them·
selves.are some of the duties of'
the Student Athletic Advisory
Board.
Chairperson Cindy Clausen.
senior field hockey player, said
the board offers athletes a
chance to learn more about the
department.
"The board consists of J1
women athletes. one from each
team." Clausen said. "Two
a thletes a re on each of the four
department
committeesscholarships, general policy,
budget. and scfieduling.

"The committees also consist according to Clausen.
Last year. the board ran a
of community and faculty
members. both athletic and campa~n urging the increase
non-athletic." she said. "Since of the student athletic fee. A
one of the atletes has a vote on referendum concering the. fee
the committee, the athletes are increase will be held this fall.
have a direct voice in the Clausen said that the board
plans to urge the retention u
department's actions."
The committee represen- the increase.
"We a re also concerned about
tatives report to the board at its
meeting every two weeks. The the possible merger of the
teams are kept infonned of the athletics departments." she
department's actions and ~w said. "But we have to wait until
they will affect them. she saId. a decision is made before we
The meetings aDow the teams take any action.
to keep in touch with the views . Cindy Scott. the board's
of players on other teams. she advisor and women's basketsaid. This way the women's bal coach. said the board plays
teams are one cohesive unit, a P,3rt in setting departmental
rather than 11 separate ones, policy.

·'Iorg's hit rallies Cards to 9-4 win
ST. LOUIS (AP)-Dane
lorg's bases-loaded triple keyed
an eight-run outburst in the fifth
inning, rallying the St. Louis
Cardinals to a ~ triumph over
.. the San Francisco Giants
Wednesday.
The free-swinging contest,
highlighted by 13 Giants hits
and 12 by St. Louis, also
featured a fracas in the St.
Louis dugout. Whitey Henog,
the Cards' manager, angrily
jerked Garry Templeton from
the edge of the playing field

after the stormy St. Louis pitches and Ken Oberilfell
shorts~t was ejected b.y plate singled to shaDow center to load
.....
the bases. Aller to'red brellull8
umpire ruce ... oemnung.
relieved LaveDe, the pincht...,1e by 101'8 cleared the bases.
Templeton had made several A wild pitch, Porter's lwlH'Un
obscene gestures t~ the St. Single, and run-producing
Louis crowd after bemg booed. singles by Mike Ramsey ana
Tommy Herr came later in the
inning.
Trailing 2-1 at the start of the
tifth, the Cards jumped on San
In another close contest.
Francisco left-hander Gary Steve DiOani belted a two-run
LaveRe, 0-5, after Sixto Lezcano homer in the bottom of the ninth
doubled and Darrell Porter inning to give the Chicago Cubs
struck out.
a 9-7 v ictory over the San Diego
Tito Landrum walled on four Padres.
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After a long summer of watching TV reruns. most viewers look
foward to fall for its new network programs. But one MiSSOUrI
ValJey Conference football team wouldn't mind a rerun of la~t
season's Valley race.
The Tulsa Golden Hurricane, which won the conference with a -I.'
record. is considered by Valley coaches to again capture the con
ference crown this season.
For some other MVC teams. especially SIV·C and New ;\Iexico
State, a repeat of last season would be a nightmare. New l\IE'xico
State stayed out of last place with a 1-4-1 record. ahead of the '·5
Salukis.
Although Tulsa is favored to win the Valley race. Coach John
Cooper must compensate for the loss of some valuable athletes to
graduation.
"We lost some great players. but I feel we have enough people
back to again be considered a challenger for the title." Cooper said.
"The teams that played us toughest last year were New Mexico
State and Wichita State."
Tulsa's losses to graduation might drop it below Wichita State in
the race. but New Mexico State's defense will have to improve from
last season to pass Tulsa .
At 4-1-1, the Shockers finished a nail bite behind Tulsa and they
beat the Hurricane 23-10. Wichita State wiD have seven starters
returning from both its offensive and defensive squads, compared to
five on each Tulsa squlld.
Shocker quarterback Prince Mcjunkins. a junior, \\;11 have last
season's MVC Newcomer of the Year to throw to again. That's
flanker Reuben Eckels, who caught 23 passes. two for touchdowns.
as a freshman.
McJunkins should have plenty of time to throw. because four
offensive linemen are returning. And if he wants to hand off.
fuDback Bret Ingalls and tailback Darren Wilson will also be back.
If the Shocker offense can improve on its total offense. which
ranked next-to-Iast in the VaDey last season. Wichita State could
win the conference-if last season's second-ranked defense in the
Valley can hold despite a graduation-depleted secondary.
Indiana State has also lost much of its defensive secondary, from
wltlc:h anJy _
starter return. But the Sycamores have experience
everywhere else. Nine offensive starters and el5h1 defensive ones
wiU return.
Five of the offensive starters were all-MVC selections, and four of
them made up the Sycamore passing game. Split end Eddie Ruffin.
tight t!nd Hubert Moore, wide receiver Kirk Wilson. and quarterback Reggie Allen will terrorize the inexperienced secondaries
around the Valley.
Another all-MVC was linebacker Craig Shaffer, who will again
team with Dan Maher, giving ISU experience behind the line.
With the spotty secondary and the strong ps!;sing game. the
Sycamores could be in some wild, bomb-filled games.
Drake scored a lot of points last year with the loth-ranked team in
the nation in total offense. but MVC Offe-nsive Pla)~r of the Year
Rick Casko has graduated.
That leaves the quarterbacking job to junior Gary Yag.'lski. who
had knee surgery after a spring-game injury. or junior college
transfer Greg Ostowski.
Whoever the quarterback is, he'll have junior flanker Pat Dunsmore as a target. Dunsmore led the conference with 41 receptions
for 701 yards.
Drake had another conference leader in junior fullback Amero
Ware. who rushed for 9&1 yards.
Drake's defense was fifth in the Valley in total yards. but six
starters are back. Returning linebacker and secondary starters
teamed for 11 interceptions last year. but only one of the starters is
in the secondary.

Great Britain's Steve Ovett
sets new world record in mile
KOBLENZ. West Germany
(AP J - Steve Ovett of Great
Britain set a new world record
in the mile Wednesday,
covering the distance in 3
minutes. 48.40 seconds to break
Sebastian Coe's week-old mark.

States won the l,500-meter race
in 3:31.94 - an American
re~ord. the fourth best in
history and close to Ovett's
world I'ec:ord of 3:31.36. The old
American record of 3:33.1 was
set by Jim Ryun of Kansas in

Cae, Ovett's countryman. had
run a 3:48.53 mile in a meet in
Zurich. Switzerland.
Ovett's dazzling performance
was the highlight of the meet,
which brnught together leading
track and field athletes fram
the United States, West Germany, the Soviet Union and
other countries.
Steve Scott of the United

Meanwhile. world record
holder Henry Rono of Kenya
pOBted the year's best time in
the 5.000 meters. finishing in
13:12.15.
Ovett. performing before
22,000 fans on the same track
where he set the world record in
the 1.500 meters a year ago.
outdueled James Robinson of
the United States in the mile.
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